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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The United Service Organization met its most stressing demand in 1963, with the
opening of the first club in Saigon, Vietnam. With the opening of this club, the USO
began its first operation in a war zone. In earlier conflicts, the clubs were located away
from the front lines and fighting, but this was impossible in Vietnam. The clubs, both
overseas and stateside, stretched their limits to support American military personnel all
over the world during the Vietnam War. This study will examine USO operations during
the years 1964 through 1973. These are the years during which significant numbers of
American military personnel served in Vietnam. This study will examine how the United
Service Organization supported a peak of seventeen clubs in Vietnam and provided
services to the American military world wide, on a budget, 90% of which was provided
by the public. This work will also show how the United Service Organization met the
needs of the military and how the USO grew to match the military's numbers. For
example, when the military numbers in Vietnam began to decrease, the number of United
Service Organization clubs fell as well, and funds were redirected to effectively use the
organization's limited resources as the Armed Forces redeployed. This study also shows
that the United Service Organization served a vital need in support of the military during
the Vietnam War.
Chapter I offers an historical background of the United Service Organization and
the unique war the United States faced from 1964 to 1973. This section explains how the

United Service Organization was started and how the USO defined the role they
ultimately played in combating stress and raising morale during the Vietnam War. This
section also examines the organizational structure of the United Service Organization,
how the organization was run, and the way decisions were made and funding issues were
handled. Chapter n focuses on the clubs operated by the United Service Organization. It
examines the ways in which they reached out to and served military personnel and their
dependants. Also this chapter will explain how the organization services evolved as the
war itself changed the American military. Chapter III discusses the United Service
Organization-sponsored shows. Examined in this chapter are the principal types of
shows: Professional Shows, Gratuitous Celebrity Shows, and Gratuitous College Shows.
Chapter Four concludes this thesis. The focus of this chapter will be a 1974 United Way
study that set the precedent of securing funding for the United Service Organization in
times of war and peace.
The United Service Organization (USO) came into existence in October 1940
with the goal of bringing a piece of home to American military personnel, wherever their
service happened to take them. In 1940, the Young Women's Christian Association
(YWCA), the Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA), the National Catholic
Community Service, the National Jewish Welfare Board, the Salvation Army, and the
Traveler's Aid Association of America came together in New York and formed the
United Service Organization for National Defense, later renamed the United Service

Organization (USO).' The USO continues today and, most importantly, it has remained
dedicated to offering a variety of services to American military personnel around the
globe.
The USO first began operations in the New York State area and from there
expanded to global operations, through effective fiind raising and generous private
donations. The first permanent USO club was formed at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
USOs were created all over the United States, supported by the wave of patriotic
enthusiasm that infected Americans during World War II. Without this public support, it
would have been impossible for the USO to operate.
The USO offered many services to military personnel during the period covered
by the study. Their first priority was to create a "home away from home" for military
personnel, even if their service takes them into combat. The first USO activities during
World War II were to offer general services like sewing, travel information, spiritual
advice, a place to sleep, a place to hang out with friends, write letters, and even eat a
meal. These activities varied according to the needs of the personnel in the area and the
resources available to the area club. A popular activity during World War II involved
many women flocking to the USO clubs to dance with soldiers who otherwise would be
alone.
In 1963, the United States became involved in the conflict in Southeast Asia, and
American servicemen served there until 1973. The war in Vietnam was unlike any the

'Frank Coffey, Always Home: 50 Years of the USO (Washington: Brassey's, Inc.,
1991), 3.

United States had previously faced. In World War II, American troops enjoyed wide
popular support. Men and women were celebrated for their participation in the war. They
had ticker tape parades and welcome home parties, where family members swelled with
pride over their loved one's service to their country. They came home heroes, and even
today are celebrated as "The Greatest Generation." When Vietnam veterans came home
they were branded murderers by a small, but vocal, group of protestors who, if they had
behaved that way during World War II would themselves have been labeled "traitors."
Though the American military never really lost public support, the military was not
celebrated for their service in the Vietnam War because of the length of the struggle and
its inconclusive nature. "Although most Americans did not identify with antiwar activists,
they were nevertheless tired of the war."^ It was not so much that America hated its
military for fighting the war, but Americans did not understand why we fought for so
long. 'The American people wondered how it had happened, how the Vietnam War had
gone out of control, how the richest country in the world could sacrifice hundreds of
billions of dollars and tens of thousands of young men in a military effort that seemed, in
the end, to have so little significance." The American public hated the Vietnam War and
as a result, those who fought the war would have to wait twenty years to be recognized
for their service.

^James S. Olson and Randy Roberts, Where the Domino Fell: American And
Vietnam, J945-J990 (Nev^ York: St. Martin's Press, 1991), 173.
^Ibid., 281.

The Vietnam War was much different from any other fought by the United States.
There was no front line. The war was everywhere. No place, no position, no individual in
the theater of war was completely safe from the enemy, including the nurses. Red Cross
workers, and USO employees. Though no USO worker fell victim to the Vietnamese
enemy, nevertheless, those who worked in Vietnam faced danger. The enemy in this war
was different from any enemy that the United States had previously confronted. The
Vietnamese communists did not always wear military uniforms, nor did they always use a
gun to harm American personnel. Sometimes the enemy was a child or a woman. The
enemy could pose as a fiiend or be an employee during the day and attack the Americans
at night. And the enemy were passionate in their desire to win the war. The United States
had fought a similarly motivated enemy in the Japanese during World War II. That fight
required nuclear weapons to bring it to a conclusion. The United States faced a daunting
challenge in Vietnam and was at a great disadvantage with a people and culture they did
not understand, and a land in which they had no experience.
The American Vietnam soldier differed from his predecessors of previous wars in
that he served a tour of duty of fixed duration, generally one year. In past wars, units
deployed together, fought "for the duration" together, and came home together. The units
only changed when a soldier was killed or wounded and was sent home to recuperate. In
the Vietnam War, soldiers served for a year, than went home. They could volunteer for
additional service in Vietnam or they could simply go back to civilian life. The units in
Vietnam were always changing and bonds between soldiers were formed on a more
intense basis because of the constant changing. These soldiers went to war alone and

returned home alone and unheralded. Sometimes they came home to face protestors and
to be shunned because of their service in Vietnam. This treatment was not limited to
soldiers who served in the Vietnam War; it extended to all who wore an American
military uniform. American military who served in the war eventually received
recognition for their service but it was a long and difficult road to reach that point.
The biggest impact on the outcome of the war and how it differed from earlier
American wars came from the public. The Vietnam War was opposed in the United
States by young people disillusioned with their government. The movement to end the
war was largely sustained by young college aged citizens of the United States. "The
protests swept beyond the campuses. They became part of the youth counterculture,
confirming feelings of alienation and betrayal.""* They felt the war was illegal and
morally wo-ong for the United States to take part in. These young people were not worried
about the potential of communism from which the United States government claimed to
be protecting them. They believed the war was a civil war that should be fought and
settled by the Vietnamese without U.S. intervention. The movement against the war
started v^th protests, educational meetings, and petitions. As the war progressed, the
movement at times turned violent and bitter.
Morale was critical to the performance and the quality of life in military personnel
during the Vietnam War. Highly publicized protests and the stress of service in the
combat zone took its toll on the morale of military personnel. Reduced morale amongst
the military made their service more stressful and difficult.
^Olson and Roberts, Where the Domino Fell, 173.

Stress can help a person produce results. In combat and military situations dangerrelated stress can make a soldier more alert and effective as a team member. Each soldier
must rely on the performance of his other fire team members, platoon, company.
However, when stress is too great for an extended period, it can cause many problems.
With too much stress, mental and physical alterations can occur. Under such
circumstances military personnel in the field can behave in life threatening ways.
During the Vietnam War, military personnel were under great stress and suffered low
morale because of the peculiar circumstances of the war, including restrictive rules of
engagement in Vietnam and public demonstrations against the war in America.
Since Vietnam, there has been much medical research about the importance of
stress relief on improving one's health and securing an upbeat mental attitude. Experts in
stress recommend a wide range of activities to relieve stress, from meditation to exercise.
The consensus is that stress relief is necessary to avoid more serious health problems.
These problems can range from heart problems to mental difficulties. Today experts
conduct studies to determine what will relieve stress and who would most benefit from
stress relieving activities. During the Vietnam War, it did not take experts to determine
that military personnel needed a break from their stressful jobs.
The United Service Organization was an organization whose principal function
was to reduce stress and preserve morale in American military personnel. The men and
women of the USO sought to provide the military personnel with a place to relax. At
these places they could eat food from home and write letters to family and friends. They
could just "hang out" with friends and play games, or they could find a friendly ear.

where they could discuss their stress and problems. The USO basically gave military
personnel and their families a place that was as close to home as possible when they were
far from home, a place where there was support and relief from the persecutions of stress.
The USO's operations were critical to military personnel during the Vietnam War. The
USO reminded military personnel fighting in the Vietnam War and serving in other parts
of the world that there were people who cared about and fully supported them, regardless
of what the antiwar demonstrators and press had to say or write about them. This
organization was unique in that it supported the military personnel at one of the military's
most difficult moments and they did so solely through public contributions.
To fully grasp how the USO effected and helped the military, it is necessary first
to understand the structure of the USO and how decisions concerning operations in the
United States and overseas were made. Whether talking about government, a business, or
just a club, effective organizational structure is critical for success. The USO was no
exception. The diverse and detailed USO structure made possible all of its services. The
USO was jointly founded by six organizations: YMCA, YWCA, National Catholic
Community Service, National Jewish Welfare Board, Salvation Army, and the Travelers
Aid Association of America. These organizations incorporated the USO "under the
Membership Corporation Laws of the State of New York as a non-profit, voluntary
national agency."^ The governing body of the USO was the Corporation, which consisted
of forty-five people. Nine were chosen by the President of the United States and six by
^Organization of USO, National Catholic Welfare Conference/ United States
Catholic Conference Collection, Department of Archives and Manuscripts, Catholic
University of America, Washington, D C , 3.
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each of the six founding member organizations. Corporation members served terms of
three years. To reduce confusion and to provide the continuity necessary to keep the
corporation running smoothly, members were elected in a manner similar to the United
States Senate, with one-third of the members up for election every year. This procedure
ensured that the corporation always had experienced veterans to guide the new members.
^The President of the United States served as honorary chairman of the USO. All
other officers served one-year terms. The other officers included chairman of the
Corporation, vice chairman, president, and six vice presidents. Each of the six founding
organizations of the USO elected one vice president. Harvey S. Firestone, Jr., of the
Firestone Tire Company, was elected the USO Corporation's chairman and served as
chairman throughout the Vietnam War.
Within the Corporation the USO had a board of governors comprised of thirty
members, four of whom were appointed from each of the six founding membership
orgzmizations, and six appointed by the President of the United States. The rest were
appointed and elected based on recommendations from USO facilities and the military.
The board of governors elected members of the USO's executive committee,
which was comprised of a chairman, secretary, treasurer, assistant secretary, and the only
paid position in the Corporation, the executive director. The board of governors created a
number of fiinctional committees to carry out its work. They were the executive,
nominating, finance & budget, public relations campaign, program and entertainment.
^Organization of USO, Catholic Conference Collection, 3.
^Ibid., 4.

and personnel committees. "To sustain public support, the board invited outstanding
leaders who were not otherwise associated with USO to accept membership and to
participate fully in the work of a standing committee in the field related to their
specialty." However, the executive and nominating committees did not invite
community leaders to be a part of the committees. In the case of the executive and
nominating committee, each member organization placed one representative in both the
executive and nominating committees. The Board of Grovemors and committees met
quarterly in March, June, September, and December.
^The Corporation also created a National Council that worked closely with the
American public and the individual USO clubs operating all over the world. The council
"served as a nationwide forum, with opportunity to recommend USO policy and through
which the Corporation, in matters of USO policy, [sought] and obtain[ed] advice,
guidance, review and cooperation from leading representative citizens throughout the
country."^ Members of the National Council gained their position either by election or by
virtue of an office in which they served. For example, a local council could nominate a
member of their USO to be elected to represent them in the National Council. Members
were also nominated from military branches and the USO Corporation itself This group
met annually and discussed issues important to ensuring the USO and its services met the
demands and needs of military personnel. This organization advised the Corporation
concerning decisions on what and how the USO would carry on. Also, the National
^Organization of USO, Catholic Conference Collection, 4.
^Ibid., 4.
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- ' Council had a better understanding of the nature and scope of USO operations in support
of our military personnel's needs because they were the ones in direct contact with the
military. "The National Council and its members [had] the important roles of publicity
agents and USO image makers. It [was] their responsibility to stimulate in the local
community, public interest in, and understanding of USO, its program and purposes and
to assist in building public and financial support in the fund raising activities of United
Funds and Community Chests and of independent USO campaigns."^^
•*Much in the way that fraternities and sororities work on college campuses, USO
facilities had to seek a charter from the National Council. These chartered councils were
the individual communities and facilities in which USO services were performed by local
citizens. These charter councils were supposed to represent and preserve the image of the
USO. Fund-raising also started with these charters.
The chzirters were divided into two financial categories. In one category, the
charter-holders were recipients of "an allocation of funds to meet its budgeted
requirements from its local United Fund or Welfare Councils."*^ These United Funds,
Welfare Councils, and Community Chests were funds that communities raised to be
divided among various charities to help the needy. One well-known organization that
helped to supply these local funds was the United Way from various communities. The
USO charters in this category were for the most part financially self-sufficient and
needed little help from the National USO to provide their services.
^^Organization of USO, Catholic Conference Collection, 5.
^%id.,6.
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The second group of charters received fimding from the National USO Council.
Usually this grouping existed in communities where full funding was difficult to raise. '^
These charters relied upon volunteers to function. There were paid positions, such as the
club directors, but paid positions were few.
••There was an additional organization under the executive director of the USO.
These offices were responsible for running day-to-day operations, including finances and
personnel administration. Under these offices the USO had a Director of Financial
Development. This director had the responsibility of sustaining the financial position of
all USO clubs. Certainly one director could not manage the entire United States, so this
office was divided into three regions. These regions (Eastern, Central, and Western) were
established to help USOs in their respective regions raise ftmds for their clubs. If a club
did not have fiinding and needed the help of the National USO, it would first go to its
regional director who would then make recommendations to the National USO based on
the USO's judgment of the club's situation.

^^ Organization of USO, Catholic Conference Collection., 6.
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Figure 1.1: USO Organization
Source: National Catholic Welfare Conference/United States Catholic Conference Collection,
Department of Archives and Manuscripts, Catholic University of America, Washington, DC.
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CHAPTER II
USO CLUBS
Though designated "advisors," the Americans sent to Vietnam prior to the Gulf of
Tonkin Resolution were there in a military capacity, and some had already lost their lives
in combat there.-And as the USO practiced what it preached, the organization followed
the servicemen and entered the war-torn country in Southeast Asia, to provide for the
troop'sl*ln 1964, the USO had two clubs in Vietnam. One club had opened in Saigon in
April 1963. This club enjoyed a great deal of patronage, being the only club in Vietnam.
--In 1964, the Saigon club "averaged more than 1,000 visitors a day."^^ Due to the
popularity of the Saigon club, the USO authorized its expansion. It gained a bigger snack
bar and became one of the few places in Saigon that had air conditioning. With the
growing popularity of the Saigon club and the increasing numbers of troops being sent to
Vietnam, the USO and Department of Defense identified the need for another club, this
one in the northern port city of Danang. When it opened in 1964, the Danang club offered
its visitors a snack bar, social hall, library, photographic darkroom, and rooftop patio.
-steThe two clubs were critical to the morale of troops in Vietnam. They were all the
—more important because of the absence of Special Service clubs in South Vietnam. The
^ situation in Vietnam was uncomfortable for soldiers because they did not know who were
their enemies. Further, in the early years of the war, the U.S. military had little fi-eedom
to fight the war, even though their support of the armed forces of the Republic of South
^^ USO Annual Report 1964. (New York City; United Service Organization,
1964), 4.
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Vietnam made them targets for the Viet Cong insurgents. And although there were
"recreational" options, like bars and brothels, outside most major military bases in
'-Vietnam, only the USO offered wholesome and safe entertainment: good, clean fun.
In the Pacific, clubs had been established during World War II and the Korean
War, due to the placement of American military personnel to meet American defense
requirements. Some of these clubs were in Korea, the Philippines, Japan, and Okinawa.
These clubs' importance grew with the war in Vietnamr-In Guam, a new typhoon-proof
building at Hoover Park recreation area replaced a club destroyed by typhoon "Karen" in
1962.^he club, buih with United States Navy support, had a social hall, snack bar,
volleyball court, picnic area, and outdoor swimming pool.

USO Operations in 1964
In 1964, there were clubs at the Yokosuka Naval Base, and in Tokyo, as well as
three clubs in Okinawa, a U.S. administered territory that had not yet been returned to
Japan. The club at the Yokosuka Naval Base was unique. The club opened in 1963, and
as a part of its services the USO staff converted an old bus into a rolling lounge, used for
dockside food, recreation and information and tour services for crews of visiting Seventh
Fleet ships. The club in Tokyo had a busy year in 1964. It had a larger number of troops
in the area because of the Olympic Games in the city. The Olympic Games became a
great leave and liberty destination for U.S. military personnel and a favorable exchange
rate of 360 yen for $1.00 meant vacations in Japan were bargains.

15

Prior to American involvement in Vietnam, Okinawa housed a major complex of
U.S. Army, Marine Corps and Air Force facilities and servicemen. That American
presence grew as the Okinawa facilities provided forward support for the growing U.S.
forces in Vietnam. One club on the island was enlarged and all three carried on an
extensive tour program that enabled both the armed forces and the USO staff the
opportunity to visit Japan, Formosa, and Hong Kong. Like the Yokosuka club, the Seoul
club in Korea found a unique way to reach the Armed Forces. In 1964, it promoted, for
its ninth year, a Friendship Day. "This program included house visits by service
personnel to homes rangingfi-omthe ordinary one to the Korean Presidential Palace,
called the Blue House."^^
Even though there had been a great deal of activity in the Pacific area because of
the Vietnam War, the global nature of the Cold War demanded a large US military
presence in the European theater, where the European area USO clubs were equally busy
in 1964. One of the most important European USO activities was support of the men of
the Sixth Fleet, whenever and wherever they entered port. These temporary canteens
were located along the Riviera, Cannes, Golfe-Juan, Marseilles, Menton, Toulon in
France; Genoa and Palermo in Italy; Barcelona and Palma de Majorca in Spain; Corfii,
Rhodes, and Thessaloniki in Greece; and Istanbul, Turkey. During a seven-day period in
Izmir, Turkey, the USO experienced a great deal of use of its temporary facilities by the
Seventh Fleet. According to the USO, "The acceptance of the USO among Sixth Fleet

^"^1964 Annual Report., 5.
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personnel can be seen by the fact that more than 3000 of the 3500 men given liberty each
of the seven days of the fleet visit used our facilities."^ ^
The clubs in the European areas included one in Paris that was renovated to meet
the increasing demand. The club in Naples, Italy, also was renovated but, unlike the Paris
club, the renovations took an extra year to complete.
"Stateside USO operations also were important. Specifically, they focused on
building support for the USO and furthering the establishment of local autonomous USO
councils. The local USO councils were very important to the USO system. USO councils
received their funding from their individual communities, and only turned to the
national USO offices when all other funding avenues failed. In 1964, the USO had
autonomous USO Councils in 71 conmiunities. Only four of the autonomous USO
Councils had to seek money from the national office. ^^
The USO provided an important service in the United States for 100,000 troops
who were participating in Exercise Desert Strike in April 1964. 'T)esert Strike, the largest
military maneuver in the continental United States since World War II, covered thirteen
17

million square acres [sic] located in parts of Arizona, California, and Nevada." USO
operated for 45 days on this exercise. The USO operated seven major centers and thirteen
1 o

additional facilities as the direct result of USO interest. The USO's activities with these

^^J964 Annual Report., 5.
^^Ibid., 6.
''Ibid., 7.
'^Minutes of USO Board of Governors Meefing, June 18, 1964, National
17

troops were not limited to just the temporary clubs at night. USO volunteers also made
trips into the field during operations, to take gifts and treats to the troops, which
supplemented troops' trips in the evenings to the clubs. The troops also enjoyed several
USO shows to further pass their time in the desert.
For these forty-five days, the USO very actively sought assistance from various
people, to offer all their services. In small towns around the area of operations, USO staff
worked feverishly to get donations of books, buildings, food, and entertainment. In
Parker, Arizona, the USO used the city's churches for clubs. In Needles, California, Paul
Ragsdale (Director of the Tacoma USO club) and Frank Adams (no rank indicated
[Director of the Maneuver]), persuaded the government to allow them to use the City
Hall building as their USO club. A unique twist to this club was the jail below it. Being
the resourceful group they were, the USO used the inmates as help run the club.'^
Over the 45-day period the USO well served the 100,000 military personnel on
the operation. "Over 300,000 visits were paid to these facilities. A total of twenty-two
shows played to an audience of over 40,000. Eight thousand, eight hundred oranges were
distributed along with a ton of hard candy, 8,000 paperback books, 1,200 decks of cards
and other small games. Refreshments were served on 315 occasions with the gallons of
ice tea almost double that of coflfee."^^ The USO worked hard during this operation and
Catholic Welfare Conference/ United States Catholic Conference Collection, Department
of Archives and Manuscripts, Catholic University of America, Washington, D C , 21.
'^Minutes of USO Board of Governors Meeting, June 18, 1964, Catholic
Conference Collection, 20.
^^ USO Board of Governors Meeting, June 18, 1964, 21.
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therefore received a letter of appreciation for their efforts from Brigadier General John
M. Finn: 'The enthusiasm and efficiency displayed by members of staff in solving the
many problems that arose in presenting activities of this nature were particularly
noteworthy. Their contributions assisted in making Exercise Desert Strike a successful
operation."^'
New clubs were opened in Oxnard, California, at the Coca-Cola Pavilion in New
York City, and Dover, Delaware. USO clubs in Ayer, Massachusetts, Valdosta, Georgia,
and Fairbanks, Alaska were renovated. The club in Fairbanks, Alaska had a unique aspect
to it, it added a dormitory, where members of the armed forces were able to get some
sleep and take a shower. Overall, clubs operated in thirty-seven states and Washington,
DC. "Installations were located in 99 different cities with many of the larger ones
offering more than one service facility."^^
^Public relations are an important part of all successful businesses. Public relations
also became a key factor in keeping the USO afloat. Like the rest of the organization,
public relations, support came as a result of donations. D'Arcy Advertising in New York
City offered its services to help develop the USO's public relations. The public relations
campaign lasted for ten weeksfromJuly 1 to September 15, 1964, at a cost of
approximately $35,000. These ad campaigns were so inexpensive because radio,
television, newspapers, and magazines donated $9 million of time and space to run the

^' USO Board of Governors Meeting, June 18, 1964, 22.
'^'^1964 Annual Report, 8.
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1964 campaign. The campaign slogan for 1964 was: 'TJSO is there.only if you care.
Give. USO is supported by your gift to your United Funds or Community Chests.""
Overall, the USO had an extremely successful year. The USO estimated that
about fifteen million visits were made to their 165 USO facilities in 1964. The fiinding
that supplied the year's activity was 93% donations. United Funds and Community
Chests made most of these donations to local USOs. The USO received money from
1,049 United Funds and Conmiunity Chests. Seventy-two of thesefiindswere new
additions to contributions made to the USO in 1964.^"^
The USO started 1964 with $188,816. That figure increased to $2,977,784 as a
result of the donations to the USO. The USO spent $933,406 on member agencies. The
overseas operations cost the USO $625,471. In total, the USO spent $2,689,958 on its
operation for 1964. With other expenses paid out for the year the USO had a surplus of
$287,826 to carry over into the next year's budget.^^

USO Operations in 1965
Nineteen sixty-five proved an extremely busy year for the USO, especially in
Vietnam.'^At the beginning of the year, there were approximately 23,300 armed forces
members in Vietnam. By the end of 1965, that number had increased to 184,300. With
this dramatic change, the need for an expanded USO presence became even more critical.
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Eariy in the year the USO had three clubs established, with plans for seven additional
facilities.
The USO clearly identified Vietnam as its highest priority because the military
personnel there were under the great stress of war. Despite limits on fiinding, the USO
offered its services all over the globe, yet when the Department of Defense requested
more USO support for the troops in Vietnam.
Without hesitation. General Emmett O'Donnell, Jr., President of the USO, and the
Executive Committee, responded to the request by committing USO without
reference to the bank balance at the time. For well it was known that the
American people would support an honest request to move the familiar USO sign
and services to the boondocks of Vietnam as an aid and comfort to those young
Americans bearing the brunt of the battle there. ^^

The President of the United States even took note of the USO's efforts and sent a letter of
appreciation to encourage continued support of the armed forces. Lyndon B. Johnson
said, "The decision of the USO leadership to undertake this task will be appreciated by
the thousands of servicemen and women who will benefit from the various USO
programs. The expanded USO activities are urgently needed and your decision
constitutes a most welcome and worthwhile contribution to our national effort."^^
USO officials visited their operations in Vietnam in 1965, to determine how they
could do a better job of bringing pieces of home to the military personnel in Vietnam.

^^USO Annual Report 1965. (New York City: United Service Organization,
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''^Ibid., 5.
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Stanley B. Ecker, the Executive Director, was one of the USO officials who went to
Vietnam. Of the USO operations there he said:
There are two distinct and very strong impressions that one brings back from this
trip. The first is that whether the 'cease-fire' order comes as a result of victory in
the field or by negotiations, it seems evident that American troops will remain in
that country for some time, as they have in Korea. The second impression is one
of pride and appreciation to a small but devoted USO professional staff working
in South Vietnam. This staff is operating under difficulties never previously faced
in the history of USO and is providing many important services for members of
our Armed Forces for which we may all be sincerely gratefiil.^^

The clubs in Vietnam were seeing twice as much traffic as they had seen in 1964.
Approximately 2,000 military personnel visited the USO clubs in Vietnam every day.
The USO club in Saigon reached a peak at 7,000 on Christmas day as military personnel
stopped by to take part in the all day Christmas party. According to the New York Times.
More than 7,000 servicemen-many of them spending their first Christmas away
from home-ambled into the club to find tables heaped with turkey and ham, and
with cookies from home, and hampers full of cards and letters and arm loads of
gifts sent from America, addressed to 'any soldier'. Many of the young men said
^they had received more presents from the USO than their families had given
them.^^

The four clubs operating in Vietnam during this time were located in Danang, Nha Trang,
Saigon, and Tan Son Nhut.
In other parts of the Pacific, the USO remained quite busy. Locations in close
proximity to Vietnam experienced a growth in military personnel as the numbers of
personnel in Vietnam grew. In Okinawa, three clubs were operated at Koza, Naha, and
'^^1965 Annual Report, 6.
^^Ibid., 8.
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White Beach. According to USO operators, "Okinawa had indeed become the 'American
Gibrakar' in the Pacific."^^ The USO club in Tokyo was renovated to better serve
soldiers on leave or 'Rest and Relaxation" (R& R). In Korea, the Seoul club began
operations on a twenty-four-hour basis, which allowed it to add a dormitory like the club
in Fairbanks, Alaska. Another service offered at the Seoul club was a trans-Pacific phone
ser\'ice that enabled military personnel to call home.
In the Caribbean, the USO operated as status quo. They added a club at Fernandez
Juncos in the city of San Juan and an information center and lounge at the Naval Station
in San Juan, Puerto Rico. A unique service operated by the USO in 1965 was to offer its
help when the Santo Domingo insurrection left refugees homeless. In the spirit of giving
the USO housed and temporary relocated 5,000 of the refijgees from Santo Domingo to
their facilities in Puerto Rico.
In Europe, the number of permanent USO clubs increased to seven with the
addition of a club built in Rota, Spain. The other permanent clubs were located in Paris
and Nice in France: xMaples and Rome in Italy; Athens, Greece; and Izmir, Turkey The
USO also continued to operate temporary canteens to serve the Sixth Fleet in the
Mediterranean. Military personnel who chose to take their leave in Europe had the
opportunity through the USO to tour historical sites and attend special events in Europe^.
One of the more popular attractions for military personnel in Europe was the Vatican.
Military personnel of all faiths were able to gain tickets from the Rome USO, just a few
blocks from the Vatican, to be a part of Papal audiences.
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On the home front, the USO issued 73 charters to autonomous USO Councils and
41 other Councils in small areas where the military had significant numbers. "Under the
terms of the Charter, autonomous Councils agree to adhere to the policies and standards
of the USO, to secure the necessary funds for their operation
locally, and to assist in obtaining their proportionate share of the National USO quota as
approved by the National Budget and Consultation Committee."^'
In 1965, the D'Arcy Advertising Company again assumed the responsibility of
creating and running the USO public relations campaign. The public relations campaign
really helped the USO's fund raising. "The USO received more coverage in the press by
syndicated writers and commentators than in any year previous since the days of World
War II." The public relations clearly enabled the USO to stay afloat, since more than
90° 0 of the USO's fianding came from donor groups that the public relations targeted.
Fund raising for the USO increased in several places as a result of the public
relations campaign. Ninety-four percent of the fiinding was donations from the United
Funds and Community Chests. In 1965, the USO received money from 80 new Fund and
Chest drives. Yet, there were areas where the USO was not included in local Funds and
Chests. To fiind the facilities that had no local support, the USO planned a special
campaign. In 1965, the special campaigns took place to fund facilities in New York City;

^' / 965 A nniial Report.. 14
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Chicago; Waynesville, and Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri; Sheboygan and Neenah,
Wisconsin; Henderson, South Carolina; Oak Harbor, Washington; and Puerto Rico."
- I n total, the USO operated 158 facilities overseas and in the United States. The
158 facilities served 16,000,000 visitors, and required 80,000 volunteers to operate them.
At the beginning of the year, the USO had $3,831,154. Of that, they spent $3,345,837
Most of that money went to operations overseas and in the United States. At the end of
the year, the USO had $484,293 in its general fiind and an additional $1,326,906 in the
emergency flind.^"*

USO Operations in 1966
In 1966, troop numbers in Vietnam rose to 385,300. As a result of this increase,
the USO opened more clubs to serve the growing military personnel. This raised the total
number of clubs to eleven: Cam Ranh Bay, Chu Lai, Danang #1, Hill #327 Danang,
Danang East, Di An, Nha Trang, Qui Nhon, Saigon, Tan Son Nhut, and Vung Tau.
Twenty-nine members of professional staff ran the eleven clubs in Vietnam and-what
makes USO possible-available local help. In Vietnam that meant 430 loyal Vietnamese
volunteers. The USO staff worked very hard. USO president, retired Air Force General
Emmett O'Donnell, Jr., observed the professional staff working 12 hours a day, seven

^^1965 Amuial Report.. 16
-^•^Ibid.. 18-19.

days a week, and therefore recommended the sending of 16 more members of
professional staff.
In developing new clubs, the USO made use of all available buildings to exercise
as many options as possible. "USO buildings range in size from a muhiple of six quonset
huts to Butler buildings, and from a French villa to a former theater. The Saigon club was
once a large garage in the downtowTi area."^^ The priority service offered by the USO
was the snack bars and canteens. At these places the staff served hamburgers,
cheeseburgers, ice cream, milk shakes, and other items. Another unique offering of these
clubs was tape-recording devices and tapes so that military personnel could make a taped
letter to send home or listen to a tape sent to them.
The clubs were very comfortable places. The USO staff created lounges where
people could read and write, and gave them the materials to do so. The USO supplied
musical instruments, games, hi-fi sets, and records. Some USOs offered gift-wrapping,
photo labs, barbershops, gift shops, hot showers, gardens, and beachfronts. In combat ;:>
zones, the clubs were made as safe as possible by requiring all military personnel to
check their side arms and hand-carried weapons at the door. The USO also sought to
protect the visitors and the club by placing armed military guards at the clubs at all times.
Like the club in Seoul, Korea, the club in Saigon had established overseas telephone
lines, which allowed military personnel to call home at reduced rates. This service grew

^^ USO Annual Report 1966. (New York City: United Service Organization,
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extremely popular with the military personnel. It was so popular, in fact, that lines would
often begin at 6:30 am to use the phones
Donations other than money provided the materials that comprised an important
aspect of USO's support of American service men and women in Vietnam. These —
donations were the special treats sent for the troops: all sorts of home comforts for the
military personnel, including paperback books, cookies, candy, stationery, razor blades,
soap, taped music, ball point pens, cigarettes and letters and cards to encourage them. The
gifts of the American people and mail sent by young and old alike were extremely
important to our milhary personnel. The mail became especially important as popular
support for the war waned. The letters were a "a cross-section of'Americana.' They often
contained special requests, such as pen pal inquiries or they simply asked 'what can we
do for you?' More than anything, the letters all conveyed the concern of those at home,
young and old, for the serviceman in Vietnam."
^The Pacific area saw a lot of activity in 1966. The Tokyo club was renovated to
handle the larger numbers of military personnel visiting Tokyo for their "R & R." USO
added an information center in Manila where the Navy opened an, "R & R" Center.
Guam also received renovations because the U.S. government stafioned B-52 bombers
and their crews there, so they could make runs over Vietnam.
The Caribbean saw a few changes in 1966, too. The USO shut down a club in San
Juan, Puerto Rico, and replaced it with two dockside information centers. They also
closed the club at Fajardo, which served the Rooseveh Roads naval installation, and
36
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replaced it with an information center on the base. The USO took the furnishings from
the Fajardo club and put them to use at a new facility in St. Croix
With the draft creating a large number of young enlisted men collecting at various
military installations, the USO opened new clubs in Petersburg, Virginia and Leesville,
Louisiana. They also renovated clubs at Junction City, Kansas, which served Fort Riley,
and Fort Wahon Beach, Florida, which served Eglin Air Force Base. The USO added
lounges at airports in San Francisco, California and Columbus, Ohio, which gave military
personnel a place to relax while waiting for flights.
In 1966, special honors were bestowed on members of the USO. In March,
President Lyndon B. Johnson presented the USO Silver Medallion Award to Bob Hope.
President Johnson said, "We all know that wherever American men fight for freedom
there will always be Hope. And Bob, two generations of Americans raise their glasses to
you. 'Thanks for the Memories'."^^ The Assistant Secretary of Defense, Thomas D.
Morris, gave the Department of Defense Medal for Distinguished Public Service to the
USO's National Chairman, Harvey S. Firestone, Jr. This award was the Department of
Defense's highest civilian award.
Nineteen sixty-six became a strong year for the individual USO Councils.
Seventy-three USO Councils werefiiUyself-supported requiring no funding assistance
from the National USO. However, there were 45 local chartered Councils that needed a
great deal of support from the National Council. To provide that support, USO arranged a
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system where the six-member agencies each were responsible for a specific geographic
area. As mentioned in the organizational section, these regions were divided by Eastern,
Central, and Western. If a USO Council needed fiinding help, they turned to the
member's agency for their area to arrange for their fiinding. These member agencies
would then determine the need of the particular USO club and would notify the National
USO to gain the necessary financial aid.
One hundred and forty-six new United Funds and Community Chests added the
USO to their list of organizations that received local funds. This made 1966 the most
successfiil funding year for the USO. A new funding aspect added in 1966 was the
'Mayor's Campaign.' This idea began in Kansas but quickly spread to other states. The
campaign consisted of a mayor in an area where local fiinding did not include the USO
campaign to raise funding for USO facilities. Veteran organizations like the Veterans of
Foreign Wars and the American Legion also undertook fiind-raising, as a show of support
and a return of gratitude. In April 1966, the Maxwell House branch of General Foods
offered their help in fund raising by implementing a campaign with the slogan: "Flip your
lid for the USO."^^ This campaign consisted of General Foods' customers turning their
plastic coffee lids in to their local grocery stores. For every lid. General Foods donated
money to the USO. In total. General Foods gave the USO a check in the amount of
$400,000.^^
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Nineteen sixty-six was a special year for the USO. It celebrated its 25^
anniversary. The USO was recognized by the White House, governors of the states.
Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Chief of Chaplains, the armed forces, and
civilians. In celebration of the anniversary, "USO 'Sabbath Days' was held February 5
and 6 1966, in scores of churches and synagogues throughout the land."^ The Sabbath
Days enabled religious organizations to recognize the USO's efforts in their religious
services. Many communities where there were USOs celebrated the anniversary by
holding dinners and other special events. Gifts and awards were given to the USO
employees for their years of dedicated service. Major league baseball, too, honored the
USO on Flag Day and the Fourth of July. "^^ Though the anniversary did a lot of the public
relations work for the USO, the D'Arcy Advertising Company ran yet another campaign,
with the slogan: "USO is there only if you care.""^^
— In 1966, visits to the USO rose from the previous years with about 17,000,000
visits to 163 facilities. Eighty-five thousand volunteers ran the facilities. The USO earned
$5,355,174 in donations and spent $4,094,869 and $627,814 was carried over into 1967.
In the emergency fiind, the USO had saved $1,724,197."^^
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USO Operations in 1967
"During 1967, USO expanded more rapidly and more extensively than in any
single year since Worid War 11."^ In Vietnam, the number of clubs went from eleven toseventeen. The additions were made in An Khe, Cam Ranh Bay Aloha, Cam Ranh Bay
Coffee Bar, Can Tho, and three new clubs in Danang. These seventeen clubs were
developed to meet the increase of military personnel in Vietnam, which reached 485,600
by the end of 1967. The clubs required 47 professional staff members and 650-^
Vietnamese employees."^^ The USO reported: "Special mention deserves to be made of
the morale of the USO staff, working long hours, seven days a week, many times under
austere and dangerous conditions. Their work has won the highest commendation from
every echelon of commands andfromthe individual soldiers, airmen, marines, and
sailors who regard them as realfriendsas well as fellow countrymen who are there
because 'someone cares'."
'^A new addition to operations in Southeast Asia was the opening of thefirstclub
in Thailand. In other parts of the Pacific, the USO expanded their facilities in Guam,
Manila, and Tokyo. New clubs in Koza, Okinawa, and Taichung, Taiwan were also
added. All of these additions were extremely important to operations in Vietnam because
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of the large number of injured members of Armed Forces being sent to the Pacific to heal
and the military personnel going there on R & R and leave.
In the Caribbean, a new club opened in Ocho Rios, Jamaica, where for the first
time Marines at the base in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, had access to a club. Prior to 1967,
the political situation in Cuba limited the Marines' access to USO shows and visits by
celebrities. Very little change was made in the Caribbean during 1967. Clearly, the focus
in 1967 was in Vietnam and the Pacific.
As usual, one of the USO's most important jobs in the European theater was to
serve the Sixth Fleet. The Sixth Fleet was very busy in 1967, particularly as a resuh of
tensions that arose relating to the Arab-Israeli War. The fleet's operations brought the
USO to ports in Turkey, Greece, Italy, France, and Spain. The USO had designed "a
unique system of ship to shore communication [to keep] the command of each Navy
vessel in touch with the nearest USO operation. Thus the USO [was able] to anticipate
the physical and social impact of hundreds, thousands, or tens of thousands of American
sailors before they [overwhelmed] the resources of a community."
^- Stateside, many USO clubs received renovations and changes to meet the needs of
their military communities. The clubs in Kansas City, Houston, Tampa, and Atlanta were
relocated to facilities that better fit the needs of military personnel. New clubs were
opened in Killeen, and Temple, Texas; Valdosta, Georgia, Gulfport, Mississippi; and
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Victorville, California. The USO also added to two airports by opening airport terminal
clubs in the Seattle-Tacoma Airport (Sea-Tac airport), and Love Field in Dallas.
In the fall of 1967, the USO Council in San Antonio received the largest single
gift up to that date: title to the Peari Hemis-Fair Pavilion.^^ Though that was a fortunate
gain for the San Antonio USO, the organization also suffered a major loss when the USO
club in Fau-banks, Alaska suffered greatly as a resuh of a flood. The USO reported the
damage as follows:

The building sank six inches, floors slanted, walls warped. Heroic efforts by staff
members, volunteers, and military personnel have brought about its complete
restoration, and in early November the club director proudly placed a sign in front
of the restored building, 'We're Pooped-But We Are Open'."*^
On March 30, 1967, the USO presented an award to General William C.
Westmoreland, the Commander of the U.S. Military Assistance Command in Vietnam.
General Westmoreland could not be present for the ceremony, but he sent a video
message of appreciation. The video and award presentation was shared at an annual
dinner in Chicago held by the USO to honor USO employees and volunteers. The dinner
also tied into a USO training and planning conference.
The USO added 129 new Funds and Chests to their list of community funds
supporting USO activities. The "Mayor's Campaign" also continued to be a highly
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successfiil way of ftind raising for the USO. This acfivity that started in Kansas had
spread to include 203 campaigns. ^^
D'Arcy Advertising continued to handle the public relations campaign. The ads
were aired on 4,500 radio stations, and appeared in 700 television stations. Their message
was also displayed on 92,000 bus and car cards and appeared in Time, Newsweek, Life,
McCall's, and Look magazines. ^^ The slogan resembled past ads, with the message:
"Someone you know needs USO."^^
There were 179 USO facilities in 1967, which attracted 19,307,000 visitors. As
the number of visitors increased, so too did the need for volunteers, who in 1967
numbered 113,000, and whose labor made the wide-flung USO services possible.^^
In terms of funding, the USO had to dip into its emergency fund because it over
spent in 1967. Income totaled $5,202,904 and the USO over spent that by $337,414,
principally as a result of the flood damage to the club in Fairbanks, Alaska. This did not
prove a big problem because of the emergency fund the USO had secured in previous
years. The USO appears to have purchased insurance but it is not clear how much or if
their policy had flood protection. In either case, the USO was forced to dip into
emergency funds to cover the damage. After having covered their deficit spending in the
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general expense account, the USO finished the year with $2,044,581 remaining in their
emergency fiind. ^"^

USO Operations in 1968
Nineteen sixty-eight was an explosive year for the Vietnam War. In the opening
months of the year, the United States was shocked when, on the Tet holiday, the
Vietnamese conmiunists launched a massive attack against bases all over South Vietnam.
The United States soundly defeated the communist offensive, but the press coverage of
the event-at times inaccurate-helped to turn it into an overwhelming psychological defeat
at home. Nineteen sixty-eight thus became a turning point for America in Vietnam. From -^
this point onward, the war was on a downward slope, but all the while the USO kept
going. By the end of 1968, there were 536,000 troops in Vietnam.
Attendance levels in Vietnam USO clubs were reaching 750,000 visitors a month,*,
this was the heaviest traffic the USO had ever seen. As a sign of that traffic, at the USO
China Beach Club in Danang, "One ton of hamburger meat was required every three days
to satisfy the appetites of young American servicemen who [wanted] the taste of home."^^
This, however, was be the first year in the past five years of operation in Vietnam, that
the USO did not add a new club in Vietnam. However, the USO did open new clubs in
Thailand. The three clubs located in U-Tapao, Sattahip, and Takhli operated 24 hours a
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day out of buildings on military installations, which served 45,000 military personnel
serving their tour of duty there.^^ Elsewhere in the Pacific area there were no additions to
existing USO operations.
USO operations in the European theater were more dynamic than the Pacific.
"Intrusion of the Russian Fleet and stepped-up patrol activity of the US Sixth Fleet during
the year had focused new attention on USO operations in the Mediterranean, especially
with flare-ups in the Middle-East."^^ The headquarters for USO fleet operations located
in Naples, Italy, expanded to better serve the Sixth Fleet but also to serve American
forces assigned to NATO commands and allies who also served in NATO. The USO also
opened a new club at the beginning of the year at the U.S. Air Force base in Vicenza in
northern Italy. This base had no access to recreational facilities, though they did have
access to beaches and historical sites in the area. The USO offered reminders of home
that were not available to military personnel in the area.
Domestic operations faced a different set of problems. "A systematic approach
was established to relocate from blighted areas, from worn out, unappealing buildings, to
renovate and refiirbish, and to discard worn, many-times repaired, dated and sometimes
dull [and] unattractive equipment."^^ The idea to move the clubs out of unappealing areas
came because it would be worthless to have a club in an area unwelcoming to people.
Clubs that received renovations and/or relocation were: Dover, Delaware; Fort Wahon
^^1968 Annual Report. ,\ 0.
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Beach, Florida; Key West, Florida; Jacksonville, North Carolina; Rantoul, fllinois;
Waynesville, Missouri; Cape May, New Jersey; Fayetteville, North Carolina; and Sumter,
South Carolina. The USO also broke ground on a new club in San Diego. As a special
treat, the USO, in the presence of the widow of General Douglas Mac Arthur, dedicated
the General MacArthur USO Memorial in New York City. Unfortunately, four less wellpatronized clubs in Amarillo, Texas; Glasgow, Montana; Duluth, Minnesota; and
Sanford, Florida were closed. However, two new clubs opened at Love Field, Dallas,
Texas and Santa Maria, California.
Efforts outside of the clubs included a goodwill effort by the 3-M Corporation and
Radio Shack. These companies donated supplies and time to give stateside Americans the
chance to go into one of 350 cities' Radio Shacks and record a taped letter to send to a
loved one serving overseas. ^^
"^Seventy-nine new United Funds and Community Chests were added to the USO's
sources of donation. In 1968, the USO received support from 1,913 communities and
these flinds represented 90% of the total USO income. A surprising source of funds came
from college and high school groups.^^ This source was surprising because these were
composed of the age groups protesting the war. Another big fund-raising event came
with the opening of Madison Square Garden. Bob Hope (star of vaudeville, television,
movies, and stage) took part in three events to raise funds for the USO. At the grand
opening of the Madison Square Garden, Hope brought together some of his friends.
^^ 1968 Annual Report., 19.
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including Bing Crosby and Pearl Bailey, to do a benefit show. The show sold out and
Hope and his friends performed to a crowd of 20,000 people. Hope held two other
benefits, reaffirming that the USO could always rely on him.^^
Nothing changed in the public relations campaign from 1967 to 1968. The —
message for the USO continued to be "Someone you know needs USO." The message
appeared on television, in print, on radio, and was placed on car and bus cards. These
cards were placed on buses and subway car and were seen by large numbers of people.
"^Visits to USO activities rose again in 1968 to 20,311,565. These visits were made
to 191 facilities in the overseas and stateside operation, run by 131,274 volunteers. The
USO did well in 1968. They were able to meet all of their expenses without having to dip
into their emergency fiinds. The USO earned $6,276,853 and spent $5,485,949. More
than three million dollars of that money went directly to member organizations, while
much of the rest went toward shows and administrative efforts. At the end of the year, the
USO had $790,904 remaining in their general account.^^

USO Operations in 1969
—As the United States began the process of Vietnamization and withdrawal from
the war, the USO saw a downturn in 1969. For the first time in six years, the number of
U.S. military personnel in Vietnam dropped to 475,200. The USO added a club at Binh
Thuy in Vietnam. However, two USOs in Danang at Freedom Hill and the Coffee
^^968 Annual Report, 21.
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Lounge suffered from damage when an ammunition dump exploded. Repairs were made
to these facilities in a matter of weeks, because the military personnel in the area lent a
hand rebuilding what had been destroyed. The USO suffered another setback when a fire
destroyed most of the club in Saigon. The overseas telephone service did not suffer
damage from the fire and continued to operate while repairs were made to the building.
To keep attendance high at the USO clubs, there continued to be a push for programs that
would be attractive to the young people being sent to Vietnam. For example: "Beginning
with Thanksgiving and on through the Christmas Holiday Season, traditional meals, —appropriate decorations and thousands of gifts brought the customary touch of home to
those in uniform in Vietnam."
In Thailand, two new clubs were opened in Bangkok and Nakhon Phanom, which
brought to five the number of USO clubs in Thailand. Elsewhere in the Pacific,
construction began on a new club in Taegu, Korea. The USO in the Pacific was
experiencing nearly one million visitors a month. In total there were thirty-one clubs built
in the Pacific between 1960 and 1969.
In the Caribbean, in July 1969 a larger lounge was dedicated in San Juan at the
Fernandez Juncos Wharf The club had the normal amenities, including a snack bar^^ingpong, pool tables, and a music room. The club was also large enough to host dances for
military personnel. The USO lounge at Rooseveh Roads Naval Station in Puerto Rico
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expanded their small trailer lounge by building a large patio with a canopy. Overall, the
USO clubs in the Caribbean received 433,631 visits.^^
In Europe, the USO operated nine permanent clubs and also their temporary and
mobile canteens for the benefit of the Sixth Fleet. These mobile USO centers were set up
for the Sixth Fleet in Rhodes, Corfii and Thessaloniki, Greece; Trieste, Taranto, Genoa,
Messina, and Palermo, Italy; Istanbul, Turkey; Valencia and Barcelona, Spain; and
Marseilles, Cannes, Golfe-Juan, and Villefranche, France. This was the busiest the USO
had ever been in meeting the needs of the constantly moving Sixth Fleet
The sites for the Centers are usually in hotel ballrooms or restaurants in the heart
of a city. By the time the ships arrived, USO staff had all arrangements made to
provide the following services: games, music, dances, information, stationery,
checking, athletic and cultural events, and information concerning meeting places
of the three major faiths of our country.^^

A new club opened in Frankfurt, Germany, significant because it was "thefirsttime since
its founding that USO had operated a club in Germany though USO shows have appeared
before our troops there since its inception."
^M3n the domestic front, 1969 found the USO operating 129 facilities, in 29 states
and the District of Columbia. The USO spent the year following their previous pattern of
relocating clubs that were in poor and uninviting areas. Three clubs were relocated in
New Bern, North Carolina; Oakland, California; and Savannah, Georgia. The USO broke
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ground on a new club in Twenty-nine Palms, California and a new airport lounge opened
in O'Hare Airport in Chicago, Illinois.
Difflcuhies hit the USO on domestic soil as it had in Vietnam in 1969. Hurricane
"Camille" destroyed a USO club in Biloxi, Mississippi. The club's replacement came
through the city and the National USO Council. The city provided a building and the
USO renovated it and supplied the fiirnishings.
-^In 1969, the USO's 129 clubs in the US served 11,912,000 visitors. Autonomous
councils ran 115 of the 129 clubs and only 37 of those neededfinancialassistance from
the National USO. Seventy-one new United Funds and Community Chests added to the
amount of money made available to the USO. As usual, extensive efforts were made to
raise funds, especially in areas where the United Funds and Community Chests were not
provided. Thefiind-raisingactivities included "Mayor's Campaigns," veteran
organizations' fund raising, the support of schools, and USO officials traveled across the
country to talk about the USO and encourage support.
—The public relations slogan changed in 1969 to "The USO is for someone you
know, a long way from home."^^ As in past campaigns, the D'Arcy Advertising
Company tugged on the heartstrings of the American public; this year they do so with an
added slogan, "There are no medals for loneliness."^^ This statement was attached to a
picture of a soldier sitting somewhere alone. As in past years, the public relations
^'^1969 Annual Report., 18.
^^Ibid., 19.
69i
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campaign was possible only because a great many media outiets agreed to handle the
USO appeal as a "public service announcement" without charge.
-throughout the sixties, visits to the USO continually rose and 1969 was no
exception. In that year, USO activities all over the worid received 33,551,000 visitors.
Financially, the USO had another difflcuh year because accidents forced the USO to
spend more than it received. The USO earned $6,202,541 and over spent that by
$261,358. This reduced the emergency fund to $681,405.^^ Despite the financial
situation, the USO chose to establish a new fund to help pay for projects that come about
outside of normal operational expenses, such as, buying new buildings. This fiind would
limit the need for the USO to dip into its general and emergency funds when
unanticipated expenses.

USO Operations in 1970
~^With the beginning of 1970, came big changes for the United States. Most
significant were the changes implemented by President Richard M. Nixon. As promised
in his campaign, Nixon took his fu-st steps in fiirther decreasing the number of military
personnel in Vietnam. The process under which Nixon lowered troop numbers,
^Vietnamization, entailed America removing troops and turning responsibility of fighting
the war over to the South Vietnamese Army. By the end of 1970, the US presence in
Vietnam fell to 334,600. Though the US troop strength in Vietnam was dropping, visits
to the USO clubs remained strong. In 1970, there were 10,877,026 visitors to USO clubs
70 1969

Annual Report., 20-21.
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in Vietnam.

This was because "the higher concentration of forces in non-combat areas

brought an increased demand for services. With a more routine duty schedule and extra
leisure time on their hands a larger percentage of the existing force was able to take
advantage of USO Services."^^ Though visitation was up in 1970, three clubs were closed
in An Khe, Nha Trang, and Vung Tau, because the areas were less active and had less
need in 1970. By the end of 1970, the USO implemented a new service that supplied low— cost charter flights for military personnel who were issued 14-day leaves. The USO was
able to provide the service with the cooperation of a large air carrier that helped to
transport many members of the armed forces to the states for then* leave.
In Thailand, the USO continued to operate five clubs in 1970. However, the USO
moved one of the clubs from Takhli to Udom because the military feh they would be
useful there. The USO also opened a new club in Taegu, Korea on which construction
had begun in 1969. This club was greatly needed as the only other the USO club was in
Seoul, Korea.
^ On United States' shores, the USO decreased club numbers from 129 facilities in
1969 to 124 in 1970. The USO maintained five USO airport terminal lounges in Chicago,
San Francisco, Cleveland, Seattle, and Dallas. The USO lounge at the airport in Seattle

'^^1969 Annual Report, 19.
^'^USO Annual Report 1970: Wherever they go. (New York Chy: United Service
Organization, 1970), 8.
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saw about 88,000 military personnel in 1970. The 88,000 visitors took 20,000 hours of
labor to run the lounge 24 hours a day.^^
^Very little changed for the USO in 1970, a year in which 33,048,000 visitors used
USO facilities. The majority of visits were made to USO facilities overseas. However,
visits to USO facilities dropped 503,000fromthe previous year."^"*
The number of new United Funds and Community Chests also decreased in 1970.
Only 37 new Funds and Chests added the USO to their lists of organizations to which
they gave financial support. Of the 124 facilities operated in the United States, only 37
required thefinancialsupport of the National USO. The rest werefinanciallyselfsufficient.

USO Operations in 1971
As the direct American involvement in the war diminished, so too did USO
operations in 1971^y the end of 1971, troop numbers had dwindled to 156,800. As a
result of the lower numbers of military personnel, the USO closed three more clubs, but
the need for the USO remained as long as American military personnel remained in
Vietnam.
In Thailand, the USO increased its presence by adding another club in Korat. The
Pacific, Caribbean, and European areas continued their operations in 1971. They

^^ 1970 Annual Report: Western Region. (New York City: United Service
Organization, 1970), 5.
74 1970
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benefited from the slowing of the Vietnam War. Since fewer USO services were needed
in Vietnam, the USO was able to redirect resources to other areas. Samuel G. Anderson,
Executive Director of the USO in 1971, reported, "Much has been said about the plight of
servicemen in Vietnam resuhing from withdrawals from active combat and the frustrating
wait in rear echelon areas for reassignment outside of Southeast Asia."^hese long waits
in rear echelon areas required the USO to make services available in the Pacific area to
make transitions and down time less stressful.

USO Operations in 1972
In 1972, as the number of US military personnel in Vietnam dropped to 24,926,
-^- the USO closed eleven of the twelve remaining USO clubs. As a result, much of the
resources were focused on other parts of the world. In Thailand, the USO experienced
high traffic in the six clubs operated there. Approximately 245,000 visits were made to
the six clubs every month. -*-The USO also developed a new program for military
personnel in Korea where USO staff trained Korean-bom wives of American service
personnel how to live in the United States. The USO believed the school would "reduce
the higher than normal divorce rates between American servicemen and their Korean

^^USO ...in War and Peace: Annual Report 1971. (New York City: United Service
Organization, 1971), 6.
^^1972 USO Annual Report, (New York City: United Service Organization,
1972), 8.
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brides by giving the brides some of the homemaking and social skills and cultural
knowledge necessary for a smoother transition to their new life in America."^^
Another big shift for the USO in the Pacific was a new focus on families. In
1972, places like Okinawa, Manila, Guam, and Taiwan became important community
centers for families. For example, in Okinawa when the island was given back to the
Japanese, the United States community living off the base became more isolated. ^^ The
USO met this problem by increasing service to the wives and children of military
personnel through recreational and social centers. In Manila, the USO began another
service when it developed a program to welcome new military families. The USO
supplied the families with information of all kinds and even offered them transportation.
The USO attempted to make life better for military personnel in the Caribbean as
well as in the Pacific. The USO operated five clubs in the Caribbean, but the USO in San
Juan was reduced and portions of the operation were moved to the USO at Roosevelt
Roads. With the focus having shifted to the Rooseveh Roads Club, the USO decided to
build a new and bigger club for those stationed at the base and visiting ships' crews. "The
new facility, together with USO's San Juan operation, would continue to serve military
personnel on the islands of Culebra and Vieques on the eastem tip of Puerto Rico. Life on
these small islands is especially difficuh. Culebra, the larger island, is seven miles wide

'^'^1972 USO Annual Report, 8.
''^ 1972 Annual Report., 8.
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and ten miles long. There is a sparse civilian population and virtually no opportunities for
off post recreation or social contact."^^
Like the rest of the worid, the European theater benefited from the American
disengagement from Vietnam. In 1972, there were 210,000 men and women stationed in
West Germany. This constituted "the largest concentration of military personnel
overseas."^^ This meant the need for the USO was great. The USO planned to build new
clubs in Baumholder, Mannheim, and Hanau. In 1972, the V Corps commander in
Frankfiirt, Germany, Lieutenant General Willard Pearson, stated, "We believe that these
three Centers will enhance troop morale and welfare, as well as, being a highly desirable
adjunct to our anti-drug, anti-alcohol, and anti-crime programs."^^ In December 1972, the
USO began its increased operations in West Germany. In downtown Frankfiirt, a club
opened providing services to milhary installations and hospitals in the area. They also
operated in an airport lounge at the Frankfiirt Intemational Airport, the RheinMain
Military Terminal, and the Frankfiirt Raihoad Station.
The USO also opened a club in Keflavik, Iceland, which became particularly
important to military personnel stationed there as the Icelandic govemment imposed
extremely restrictive mles on them, including a curfew for American servicemen. This
situation made the relief offered by the USO necessary and precious to the military
personnel stationed there. In appreciation, enlisted men wrote a letter to the USO Board
''^ 1972 Annual Report.,9.
^^1972 Annual Report., 7.
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of Govemors to express their appreciation: "With the opening of the USO, it has brought
a new lease on life up here. Now we can spend many happy, cozy, free hours in a facility
that offers so much to the servicemen. Once again we must say thank you for caring for
us. It is good to know that someone cares and the USO proves it every day of the year."^^
Another big change in Europe was the moving of the Sixth Fleet USO homeport
to Athens, Greece, a location from which they could more effectively mn the temporary
centers in the Eastem Mediterranean. This facility served both members of the Sixth Fleet
and military dependents in the area The building was larser and had access to better
resources, making USO service easier. The homeport for the Sixth Fleet in the Westem
Mediterranean continued to be Naples, Italy, but the Naples club shared the
responsibilities with the club in Nice, France.
"^ With the withdrawal from \'ietnam, there was an overall reduction in the size of
the armed forces, and thus USO visits dropped to 20,304,385.^'^ In the new environment
for the first time, stateside USO facilities received more visits than overseas clubs. The
USO decreased the number of clubs to 138 to match the decreasing need for the USO. A
unique statistic that the USO found themselves keeping in the clubs during 1972, was the
amount of drug referrals needed by members of the Armed Services and their dependents.
The 1,927 referrals attested to the new problem of the drug culture that developed
throughout the sixties and illustrates how the USO adapted to the changing needs of
military personnel.
^^ 1972 Annual Report, 7
^ V9"2 Annual Report.. 5.
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Beyond the statistics of the clubs were the activities and the people who
participated. USO activities served two major purposes. Of course, they were there to
brighten the lives of milhary personnel in the service of the United States all over the
worid, but they also served as an opportunhy to gain the attention of the general public.
Getting the attention of general public enabled the USO to gain new volunteers and funds
to support the USO. Funding was critical to the fiinction of the USO.
The USO regulariy made efforts to tie their activhies in with fund-raising efforts.
For example, sporting events often included USO days, with proceeds from the event
going to a local USO. Solicitations in the mail were popular ways to get donations.
Sometimes these mail solicitations would come from celebrities or from milhary
personnel who simply mentioned the USO in letters home to loved ones. The USO
dexeloped a long list of ideas to raise money, and the local USO councils had the
greatest responsibilhy for keeping the USO as a whole functioning.
•* The USO served military personnel, but they could not have done so without the
help of their surrounding communities. Therefore, when given the opportunity, the USO
engaged in activities that gave back to the community In Monterey, California, USO
volunteers and servicemen organized a tutoring program. The USO's goal was to "solve
educational problems of minority groups in the community.'' So for one hour a week,
USO volunteers and military personnel gathered to help minority students and also to let
the students know someone cared about them. A similar program developed in Key West.
^"^Programs by Pros, National Catholic Welfare Conference/Unhed States Catholic
Conference, Department of Archives and Manuscripts, Catholic Univershy of American,
Washington, D.C., 14.
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Servicemen and USO volunteers organized a carnival on Halloween for slow, deprived,
and retarded students at the Sunshine Center and May Sands School.^"
— The USO's target audience was mainly milhary personnel, but the spouses and
dependents were included in the programs. Service to milhary dependents increased
greatly as the war in Vietnam wound down and funding could be redirected to other
areas. For example, in Frankfiirt, Germany the USO created a program that familiarized
the wives of military personnel whh areas of Germany. The program took the women on
a sightseeing tour of Frankfiirt. They were given a detailed explanation of the Frankfurt
transit system, rode the system to a shopping complex and had a German lunch. To
complete the day's program the women were taken to a central market so they could
learn where to shop and the range of prices they could expect.^^ The significance of this
program helped the wives of servicemen leam how to best spend and stretch their
finances. At this time, Germany was very expensive and it was hard for American
militar\' families to cover their expenses on their limited pay
"Though the Department of Defense offered religious guidance and opportunities
through the services' chaplains, the USO also filled the religious needs of milhary
personnel. It was quhe easy for the USO to meet the spiritual needs of military personnel
since five of its founding agencies were religiously grounded organizations. The three
major religions of the Unhed States during the sixties were Protestantism, Catholicism,
and Judaism. The YMCA., YWCA, Salvation Army, National Catholic Communhy
'"^'^Programs by Pros., 14.
^''P^o^rams bv Pros., 16.
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Service, and the National Jewish Welfare Board represented all three religions. The USO
thus gave attention to milhary personnel's spiritual side.
»-*The USO developed mles to integrate religious programs into their activhies. The
first and most critical step was for the USO to build relationships whh their local
religious centers not just as places to send milhary personnel but also as communhy
contacts to work on projects together. The USO also developed strong working
relationships whh chaplains. USO staff were required to send those seeking religious
guidance to a trained professional. Of course, the USO was carefiil to include all
significant religious groups. .A strict mle mandated that only in an emergency could
religious services be held inside a USO facilhy. This did not limh all religious activhies
in USO facilhies, only services. The USOs also took great care not to favor one religion
over another. For example, if a Cross was put on a bulletin board there also had to be a
Star of David. All USOs had to display Iherature given by the aforementioned member
organizations, and literature that originated elsewhere had to be approved by an office
under the control of the executi\e director of the USO.'
Thanks to the USO, then efforts of thousands of volunteers, and its wide variety
of programs, milhary personnel had many great choices of ways to pass their time and
relax. The men were gratefiil for the USO's etTorts. In a journal kept by the USO in the
Seattle-Tacoma Airport military- personnel left many comments about their USO

^ "Religious Activities in USO Operations," National Catholic Welfare
Conference/United States Catholic Conference Collection, Department of Archives and
Manuscripts, Catholic University of .America, Washington, D C , 1-2,
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experience. These comments were written in the seventies and attest to the importance of
USO support in the anti-military climate military personnel faced in the United States.
'To the Vietnam retumee you have given him a place to relax, release his
tensions, and slowly adapt himself to his democratic way of life. We praise your
accomplishments and I wish to thank you from the depths of my heart. Your
thoughtfiilness makes me proud to know there are those who care." These feelings were
expressed by William Bryant.^^
Larry Gustafson said, "Just retumed from Vietnam and was unable to make h
home today due to lack of flights. Don't know what I would have done with myself if it
hadn t been for you. In this time of trouble you'll never know how much h means to find
someone who cares! Keep up the good (I mean very very good) work."^^
And from James Carey, "An exceptionally fine job by the ladies concerned. Your
reception is exactly what Vietnam retumees need to boost their spirits after reading of
demonstrations and non-defense support in the States. God Bless you and may your
effons be an example to others."'^^
Military personnel were not the only ones touched by the USO clubs. The USO
volunteers and employees also found their lives altered by their experience. For Nancy
Jo\ ner (Assistant Director and Program Director of the Tan Son Nhut USO Club. 1970-

''^Sea-Tac Comment Book, Sea-Tac USO, Seattle-Tacoma Airport, 1
^"^Sea-Tac Comment Book., 7
"Sea-Tac Comment Book., 6.
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1971), the USO club experience was "Just a huge family."^^ And many vets would agree
because they all share Vietnam. She enjoyed her job a great deal. "She says the most fim
was watching us perform in the 'pie eating contests'."^^ Her favorite time of year was the
holidays. "We (the staff) would prepare huge turkeys whh all the trimmings, have
candles on the tables, and when we all say down to eat, h was tmly [like] having the
family in for the holidays."^''
Mara Hodgkins found her USO experience moving, but also belief changing.
Hodgkins was a New Yorker who had served in the Women's Air Force. During the
Vietnam War she chose to get involved in the USO. She ser\'ed as Program Assistant in
Saigon in December 1967, Assistant Director in Vung Tau in 1968, Director in Qui Nhon
in 1969, and Cam Ranh Bay and Danang in 1970. Mara feh courageous while in
Vietnam. "The USO club was always busy, and in sphe of the war and knowing the
conditions that the GIs endured out in the boonies and fire bases, Mara feh no fear. She
was supposed to project an image compatible with her job. and she did. She was calm;
her feeling was, 'Whatever happens, happens.'"' Though she lived fairly free from fear
she was not always safe. Sometimes she whnessed the violence of war or was prevented
from working because of the war. 'Durinu the Tet Offensive, the South Vietnamese USO
'^^Revetments: The Official JoKrnal of ITie fan Son Mini .Association.. Feb. 2000,
Pg '^Ibid., 2.
'^^Ibid., 2.
^"*01ga Gmhzit-Hoyt, A Time Remembered: American Women in the Vietnam
War. (Novato: Presidio Press. 1999), 170.
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gate tender proved to be a tumcoat and killed all those he had worked with. It was a wild
night, whh tracer bullets spinning by the club, which had to close and be left to the rat
and roach inhabhants "'' She was also quickly whisked away from a firebase as h was
being overmn. Mara's opinion of the Vietnam War changed as a resuh of the fime she
spent working the USO all over Vietnam. In the beginning Mara found herself quhe
fmstrated with what seemed to be a useless war. "All those boys dying while pohticians
sat around tables discussing what was to be done....Too long and drawn out. Wasteful, of
lives!" Her feelings changed as she spent increasing time whh milhary personnel. In
fact, she seemed to believe strongly in the war. Mara wanted to help military personnel
relax. Specifically, she wanted to give them "a relaxing spot away from all the hurt and ^
unfamiliarity that was there." But this desire to help transformed into something
different.
I then felt that a war should be just that. Like the hawk, go after what you want
and get it. War is hell and h should be over and done whh as quickly as possible,
in my view Don't stretch it out when lives are at stake. I don't like bombing but
the South Vietnamese were peaceful-type peasants who didn't for the most part
care where the road went. The North Vietnamese wished to gain the South's rice
paddies, et cetera, and they were the aggressors. How to stop them? Not sure. But
if bombs were required, so be it. I wished to help.

Mara's experience with USO was important to her because she did help; she made war a
little more livable.
^'Olga Gmhzh-Ho>t, A Time Remembered., 171.
'^"Olga Gmhzit-Hoyt, .-^ Time Remembered., 174
'^^Olsa Gmhzh-Hoyt, J Time Remembered, 174

,^4

—Despite all the good the USO did, it suffered a setback in hs reputation when, in
1972, It was revealed that some USO employees were making illegal profits through the
USO club in Vietnam. On April 14, 1972, the American press reported that the
Department of Defense had begun an investigation of the USO upon receiving
information that indicated that "some USO personnel [had] been engaged in fraudulent
activities involving very substantial sums of money which [had] inured to the benefit of
such personnel at the expense of our servicemen."^^ The incidents involved as many as
five USO employees who were using USO clubs in Vietnam to convert black market
money and products into U.S. dollars. For instance, two women who worked for a USO
club in Vietnam reported that a USO worker took "about $10,000 worth of cigarettes
donated by cigarette manufacturers and an undetermined quantity donated by veterans for
free distribution to American ser\icemen'''"" and sold then on the black market. Other
examples included the theft of air conditioners from USO clubs, and their sale on the
black market, and the theft of gifts meant for American milhary personnel for their own
personnel use.
The USO took these allegations very seriously and conducted its own
in\ estigation in addition to the investigation bv the Department of Defense. After the
investigation, it was revealed that certain club managers and men with USO management

'^^Olga Gmhzit-Ho>i, J Time Remembered., 174
'^'^ "Fraud in USO Charged: Pentagon Opens Inquiry-'' New York Times, 15 .-Xpril
1972. 3
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'Further USO Charges Aired in House" New York Times. 20 April 1972, 21
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jobs had fihered millions of dollars out of the USO clubs in which they worked. Those
involved in the scandal were dismissed from their jobs and brought up on charges by the
Justice Department.'"'
" ^ h e scandal hurt the USO a great deal. People lost tmst in the USO when they
learned of these activities. "As disagreeable and unfounded as it might be. the USO has
hself lost some public confidence over the Vietnam scandal,"'"^ concluded a USO Public
Relations Department report dated June 19, 1973. The USO strategy to limh the impact
of the scandal was to inform the public of all the wonderfiil and helpftil things they did to
help military personnel and their dependents. They knew to regain the confidence and
support of the general public they would have to "know from USO's program engineers
[what were] the basic data concerning how the program devices [were] to work, the
extent of the problems that they [were] designed to solve, and data that [indicated] that
these designs [had] a significant effect upon the problems."'"^
Though the scandal set the USO back in terms of hs image and reputation with
the public, it by no means destroyed the USO. The public still understood that the USO
had a \ ery usefiil and necessary purpose. The public also understood that it was an easy
way for them to offer support to the military By contributing money, food, books, etc., to

'"'"Vietnam USO Probe Expected to Bring Arrests", Evening Star and
Washington Daily News, 20 November 1972.
"'""PR and USO's New Priorities." National Catholic Welfare Conference/Unhed
States Catholic Conference Collection, Department of Archives and Manuscripts,
Catholic Universitv of America, Washington, D C , 1.
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the USO they could help the milhary and h would be a very small sacrifice on theh part.
Though the general public offered up money and supplies and sometimes their time, there
were those who wanted to give more. They were ready to make a sacrifice and gave the
USO their talent to entertain milhary personnel and their dependents in locations
overseas.
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CHAPTER in
USO SHOWS
'^The activities for which the USO is most widely known and famous are the shows
and tours made by movie stars, athletes, and beautiftil women. According to Frank
Coffey, who wrote the official photographic history of the USO, the USO inhially wanted
to "provide live entertainment for the troops, both as a morale boost for the men and as a
way of taking the burden off the small towns near the bases, which at best, usually had
only a small movie theater.'''^"^
Organizing this kind of entertainment was no small task^he USO shows have
become a popular and endearing event for milhary personnel, in times of war and peace.
World War II was an experimental period for the USO's entertainment programs. During
that war, USO shows took place away from the front lines, but that changed in America's
wars in Korea and Vietnam. Knowing the importance of the shows, the USO made a
concerted effort to make shows and clubs available to all soldiers, especially the ones
facing danger on the front lines of America's wars.
In bringing shows to milhary personnel the USO had three missions. They sought
"to provide a continuing, regularly scheduled flow of high qualhy, tasteful entertainment
from home to our ser\'ice personnel stationed overseas." " The USO also wanted "to
assemble groups composed of either professional or college personnel and to provide
104
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programs so staged that they could be presented effectively under the most isolated and
primhive staging condhions."'"^ Finally, they wanted "to provide a program that is
sufficiently diversified to meet the varying taste preferences of our military personnel
overseas."'^^
The USO Entertainment Department had two components. The first, the Armed
Forces Professional Entertainment Branch, was located in the Office of the Adjutant
General of the Army. Its staff included a full time milhary officer from each of the major
military services. This branch had the "responsibility for coordination between USO and
the using overseas command of all USO shows. This office also [paid] all transportafion,
messing and billeting expenses of entertainers touring under this program."

The second

component was the Overseas Military Entertainment Coordinators, who maintained an
otTice in each major command. Each office had "responsibilhy for scheduling, arranging,
and fiill logistical support of the entertainment unhs touring that command. The top
entertainment agency of each command is assisted in this task by a subordinate agency in
each sub-area of the command"'"'' The subordinate agencies had the uhimate and
complete responsibilhy for the units when it came time for the tour.
Eariy on, the USO sought the assistance of Hollywood to organize the tours and
shows. On October 30, 1941, the USO formed Camp Show, Inc., which became a branch
'"^'USO Shows Program. Catholic Conference Collection.
'*^^USO Shows Program, Catholic Conference Collection.
"'^USO Shows Program, Catholic Conference Collection, 1
'"^USO Shows Program, Catholic Conference Collection., 1

.^9

of the USO, mn by the entertainment industry. Camp Show, Inc., made deals whh major
entertainment unions, like the Screen Actors Guild, that exempted entertainers from pay
and working conditions mles so they could work with the USO. Camp Show, Inc., made
entertaining shows, like the annual Bob Hope Christmas Show, a reality every year.
Camp Shows, Inc., continued to organize USO shows until 1957. In 1957, the tours
shifted from all over the United States and overseas, to just doing shows overseas and in
replacement of Camp Shows, Inc., the USO formed "the USO Entertainment ^ .
Department.. as a staff agency in USO national headquarters effective 1 November 1957
to plan, administer and operate the USO Shows program."""
USO tours were divided into three categories: the Standard Professional Service,
the Gratuhous Celebrity Service, and the Gratuitous College Service.

Standard Professional Service ^
The standard professional shows played a vhal role in the USO show operations
because they could go where the larger groups could not. The entertainers were groups,
usuallv small in size, that required very little extras. This configuration enabled the USO
to send these groups to the most remote areas of the Unhed States' operations. "Their
staging requirements [were] minimal and they [could] perform in an open meadow
without a stage or on the hatch cover or fan tail of a ship if necessary. These were the
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unhs that meet the top Department of Defense entertainment priority of servicing isolated
outposts and represent the only USO service that [could] reach areas of greatest need."'"
The professional shows were vital because they serviced the most isolated areas,
but they did so at a high price. This category incurred great expenses because the USO
not only paid insurance, but they also paid the performers a salary. The Department of
Defense paid for transportation, food, and housing. From 1963 to 1973, the USO sent
over 300 different groups out to perform shows in hardship areas of United States'
operations. —
All groups had a milhary officer assigned to escort them and to ensure the tour
ran smoothly. At the end of these tours the escort officer was required to submit an
itinerary and final report detailing the tour, fhe groups that went out on these tours were
usuallv composed of two to seven people, and varied in their type of entertainment. One
group that fit this example perfectly was the Yanceys. The Yanceys were a husband and
wife team led by Hugh Yancey. Hugh Yancey had a talent for speed painting. He
"dazzled military personnel with his talent for turning out scenic oil paintings in three
minutes flat, all the while giving out with a stream of humorous banter while his wife
passed the paintings out to surprised members of the audience.""" As if this was not
enough, Mr. Yancey could produce similar paintings blind-folded and in five minutes.

'"USO Shows Program, Catholic Conference Collection, 2
"^Major Ed Swinney, USA Two a Day On the Hardship Circuh," Army
Informanon Digest, November 1963. 62.
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Other entertainment included music, which ranged in styles from country and westem, to
rock and gospel.
^Another unique professional tour that highlights both the poshive and negative
aspects of these tours was one made by two football coaches of univershies in Ohio.
Coach Woody Hayes, the head coach at Ohio State Univershy and Coach Bill Hess, the
head coach of Ohio Univershy, made a tour of Vietnam from January 5-15 of 1969. This
tour showed film footage of football games and the 1969 Rose Bowl Game.
In total. Coaches Hayes and Hess interacted with about 8,320 Unhed States
militar\' personnel in Vietnam, "^ about two percent of the milhary personnel in Vietnam
at the time. Both coaches showed film chronicling their respective seasons and then
answered questions about football and their teams. Their shows ran in length from 35 to
150 minutes, but usually lasted around 90 minutes. The two coaches were awarded
honorary memberships to two milhary unhs, the Seabee Team, and Advisory Team 51.""*
The coaches made many visits to hosphals, which were greatly appreciated since the
morale of injured soldiers often needed the most help and support. Hayes and Hess also

"•'Armed Forces Entertainment Consolidated Attendance and Final Ifinerar^'
Report, Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV) Unhed States Army Vietnam
(US.ARV) Special Service Agency. Entertainment Branch, National /Archives, College
Park.
"'' Woody Hayes and Bill Hess After Action Report, Milhary Assistance
Command, Vietnam (MACV) Unhed States Army Vietnam (USARV) Special Service
Agency Entertainment Branch, National Archives, College Park. 3.
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found a welcome sign awahing them when they arrived at the Binh Thuy Air Base, near
Can Tho. "There also were some negative aspects to the tour. There were two incidents when
locations were unprepared for the vishors. The first of these was on January 9 when the
coaches arrived in the Stateside Lounge at Can Tho. As reported by the coaches' escort
otTicer, Captain Chris Mueller, "A definhe lack of preparation was noted. The movie
projector was inoperative, there was not an extension cord available for power and no
attempt was made to darken the lounge for the showing. A 45-minute delay was
caused."

The second incident occurred on January 12 when artival times were mixed

up and the coaches had to wah for 30 minutes in Chu Lai for their jeep to pick them up.
Another negative aspect of the tour occurred as a result of a man who allowed his
self-importance to get out of hand. Coach Hess received a great deal of praise for his
behavior, but Coach Hayes' attitude was not nearly as good. Hayes began making
demands as soon as he set foot in Vietnam. He first declined to take part in an exit
interview, which typically ended all USO tours^hese interviews enabled the USO to
determine areas for improvement for those on the tour, as well as for the servicemen who
were to benefit from the USO tours. His second demand really was not bad, just
unrealistic, and put undue strain on the coaches' escort officer. According to Chris
Mueller, Coach Hayes "stated that the purpose of his vish was to show the Rose Bowl
film to as many troops as possible and that if he did not show the film at least six times
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each day, he would feel that his trip was wasted.""^ One has to admire Coach Hayes'
determination to reach as many milhary personnel as possible, but his demands and
attitude created a stressful situation for all those involved in the tour, particulariy Chris
Mueller.
Hayes' largest display of self-importance occurred on the last day of the tour.
After a showing of the films at the 67''' Evacuation Hosphal, Coach Hayes shouted and
cursed at Chris Mueller for not getting him water during the showing of his Rose Bowl
film. As if the obscenities were not enough, Hayes also tried to get Captain Mueller to
take off his glasses so he could punch him."^ Though Coach Hayes had threatened a
fight, the escort officer ignored him and the situation soon resolved hself
Over 8,000 milhary personnel got to see some great film of football highlights
and talk to two successful coaches. Several days after the tour, Mueller submitted a final
report in which he concluded the tour was a success because of the showing of the films.
Coach Hayes' demand that the Rose Bowl film be shown six times a day was met on only
two days of the eleven-day tour."^ In his final report, Mueller clearly stated that Coach
Hess should be invited to return to Vietnam for a tour, but that Coach Hayes should not.
"It should be noted, however, Mr. Hayes's attitude of self-importance was officious and
his open vituperation of his assigned escort officer. Captain Mueller, was particularly

"^Hayes/Hess After-Action Report, MACV/USARV Collection., 1
"^Ibid., 7-8.
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offensive. Mr. Hess conducted himself as a gentleman and is welcome to return at any
fime."^^«
For the most part these negative incidents were infrequent. Most people who
toured for the USO understood that sacrifices were part of the tour. Most were able to put
any inconveniences into perspective during their tours, because not having a glass of
water could seem quhe trivial for a man laying in the 67"' Evacuation Hosphal whhout a
leg. The final tour reports enabled the USO to weed out the inappropriate performers like
Coach Hayes.

' Gratuitous Celebritv Service
The tours that brought the USO the most attention naturally were those made by
celebrities. The term celebrity is defined as any person who is widely known by the
public. This meant that the celebrities on tour included prominent individuals in many
fields: athletes, actors, musicians, comedians, cartoonists, etc. The USO owed a great
deal to the celebrities who made tours because of the great morale boost they gave to all
military personnel.
As the war in Vietnam dragged on, the need for tours increased. Though the USO
easily found regular groups to go on tours around the world, finding and organizing
celebrities to go entailed a few more challenges. The principal challenge was scheduling
time when the celebrities were free from their own professional projects to make the tour.
Without a war it was difficuh to get a large number of celebrities to go on tour, but whh
120
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the Vietnam War celebrities were ready to bring a little bh of home to the Unhed States
military personnel overseas. In fact, nearly all of the celebrity tours were sent to Vietnam
because the stress of combat meant milhary personnel in Vietnam were most in need of
USO celebrhy tours.
From 1963 to 1973, the USO sent more than 600 unhs of celebrities out to
entertain the troops. Some of those celebrity unhs like Roy Acufifand his "Grand Ole
Opry" out of Nashville, Tennessee, Johnny Grant (from radio and television), and George
Jessel (star of vaudeville, television, and movies) chose to make repeat tours overseas. In
1967, Johnny Grant made three tours, all to Vietnam.'^' A wide range of celebrities went
on USO tours. Military personnel knew some extremely well, while others were only
known because of their tours, but all had in common the sole desire to cheer up milhary
personnel far from home.
The celebrity tours were a huge undertaking for the USO, armed forces, and the
celebrities themselves. The USO paid the bill for insurance and administrative overhead.
With the help of the armed forces, the USO could keep costs low to provide these
celebrity shows. Usually the USO had only to appeal to the humanitarian side of
celebrities to get them to go. Martha Raye (star of vaudeville, broadway, and movies),
who was a tme humanharian, went on tours to be a mother of sorts to the military
personnel in Vietnam. Sometimes the best method of getting a celebrity to do a USO tour
was to appeal to their sense of patriotism. There is no better example of patriotism than
the Duke himself Many would argue that John Wayne symbolized the flag loving, hard
121 USO
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working American, in support of democracy and our boys. The USO could sometimes
convince the celebrities to participate because of the public relations benefits they would
enjoy. Of course, for the USO this was not the desired reason for people to make USO
tours, but the USO was gratefiil for those able and willing, regardless of motivation. They
would prefer that celebrities made the choice principally to help American milhary
personnel. Most of those who participated in the USO tours did so whh only the best
intentions: to make life a little happier for milhary personnel away from home.
The armed forces also had a large burden in supporting the USO celebrity tours.
They were responsible for providing transportation, food, accommodations and, most
importantly, security. The Overseas Military Entertainment Coordinators had total
responsibility for USO tours once a group began a tour. They had to assign escort officers
to travel with the group. They also were responsible for establishing staging areas, which
ranged from the back of a tmck to a full-size auditorium buih for significant groups like
Bob Hope and his troupe. The Overseas Military Entertainment Coordinators also were
responsible for physical security, a particularly important concem when traveling and
performing in a combat zone. If there were mortar attacks while celebrities and others
were touring, then the armed forces had to keep them safe. In the case of the Bob Hope
Christmas Shows, security entailed crowd control, crowd protection, and preventing
unauthorized personnel backstage. If an\thing had happened to celebrities while on these
tours, the USO and milhary would certainlv lose the support of the American chizens,
whose contributions made many of these shows possible. Celebrities would probably be
more apt to stay away from these tours because they would feel the military could not
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ensure their safety. Overall, the armed forces had fiill responsibilhy for the logistics
necessary to make the USO tours a realhy.
Celebrities were really the ones who made celebrity USO tours possible. The
celebrities had a great responsibilhy to make the USO shows work. They had to show up.
This is simplifying things of course, but if they were not willing to make these tours, then
there would be no tours. A great deal was demanded and expected of a tour group;
therefore, the people who went on USO celebrity tours had mles to obey and standards to
maintain.
Each tour unh chose a manager from whhin the group. Before any tour, the
manager of the tour unit would be advised of his/her responsibilities for the USO tour and
the group. With tours like the Bob Hope Show, the headliner usually assumed
responsibility as manager. The manager was responsible to ensure "all material presented
[was] inoffensive."

The definhion of "inoffensive" material usually came from

commanding officers and milhary chaplains through their reports on shows presented.
These official reports enabled the commanding officers and chaplains to advise higher
authorities if a show was obscene or unacceptable. Further, they could recommend
whether others should see the show.
The USO tour group managers' second responsibilhy was to control offstage
behavior. Members of a USO troupe were obligated to follow milhary mles and
regulations. More specifically, they had to follow orders of commanding generals or
""Letter to Jimmy Snow, Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV)
United States Army Vietnam (USARV) Special Service Agency. Entertainment Branch.
National Archives, College Park., 1.
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other officers who were responsible for them. In addhion to offensive material, the
manager of a USO tour had to be carefiil of the comments made by the troupe members.
They were prohibhed from making reference to "local customs, local persons, or any
inconvenience whh which [they] may have met in the course of [their] tour."'^^ This mle
had the implied purpose of increasing "good will between the American Forces and the
people of the country in which they [were] stationed."'^"^ Another benefit was for their
own protection and reputation, as well as for the USO.
Fhe guidance to managers of USO troupes repeatedly emphasized that all
entertainers on USO tours were considered a part of the armed forces and thus were
subject to milhary orders by commanders and escort officers. Even though the
entertainers were considered "employees' of the armed forces while on tour, they were
also on tour in service of the USO and therefore had a responsibility to advertise for the
USO. They were specifically required to "make sure that whenever a performance [was]
given, ehher the officer or a member of the group who acts as Master of Ceremonies
[states] that the show [came] from the USO and it [would] be appreciated, if the men
[liked] the show, if they [would] in their next letter home, tell the folks at home that they
enjoyed h."'^" Clearly, the USO hoped that if soldiers wrote home to tell their family and
friends about the USO shows, the family and friends would offer more financial support
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to the USO. The increased support from home would enable the USO to supply more
shows to the troops abroad.
Some obvious orders were given to the troupes. They had to get necessary
immunizations. They were also reminded to report any incident of injury or
hosphalization while on tour if they wished to have the medical bills covered by the
USO. The groups also were issued Invhational Travel Orders that explained theh trip,
and where necessary, the USO obtained individuals' passports, which were critical for
overseas tours.
During most tours, groups were interviewed at the close of the trip. This interview
or debriefing enabled the armed forces and USO to leam of any problems that may have
occurred during a tour and what could be done to improve on the experience for future
parties. Once the groups retumed to the Unhed States they were also asked to report to
USO headquarters in New York or Los Angeles. This meeting served the purpose of
tying up loose ends from the tour. The manager was responsible to tum in airline coupons
for all members of the group, baggage receipts, daily reports, and a report on the weight
of the troupe's baggage while traveling. Troupes would be charged for the amount of
baggage they brought back whh them. The troupes had a certain weight limh they could
carr\' with them on their trips, anything over that maximum weight required a charge and
the USO did not cover this charge. Therefore, the performers had to be prepared to pay
for anything extra they brought back to the states.
The troupes were even given a list of mles and regulations for the amount of work
and travel they were allowed to do during their tour. For every seven days of a tour, a
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group had a day off. There also were regulations concerning performing on days of
extensive travel. If a group had traveled more than five hours in a day, then they did not
have to perform that day. Their arrival time also determined when they performed. In
cases where groups arrived after midnight they did not have to perform until twelve hours
after their arrival time.'^^
Once the detailed itineraries were set, the groups were able to go out on their
tours. When the celebrities went on tour, large numbers of military personnel benefited
from the shows and handshake tours Country music star Jimmy Snow made a USO tour
to X'ietnam from January 9 to Febmary 9, 1969 During that month long tour, Jimmy
Snow reached 16,810 military personnel. '^^ The show was very popular due to the broad
style of music, country and gospel music. "The Jimmy Snow Show was well received
throughout the country. All hardships were accepted whhout undue complaint. The group
had just one major complaint and that was the long wahs for delayed flights. The tour
helped the morale of the troops greath It is recommended that this show be asked to
Vietnam again or anywhere else US troops are stationed." "^

'^^Memo K, Jimmy Snow. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV)
United States Army Vietnam (USAR\') Special Service Agency Entertainment Branch,
National .Archives. College Park.. 1
'^^Jimmy Snow Itinerary, Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV)
United States Army Vietnam (USAR\') Special Service Agency Entertainment Branch,
National .Archives, College Park, 2.
''^Jimmy Snow After Action Report, Vlilhary Assistance Command, Vietnam
(MACV) Unhed States Army Vietnam (USARV) Special Service Agency Entertainment
Branch. National .Archives, College Park. 4.
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Desphe all of the planning, shows did not always go so smoothly. Celebrities
were not exempt from the problems that can occur when a group tours. One of the most
frequent and difficuh problems during tours was related to transportafion. Frequently in
Vietnam, planned flights for tour groups were postponed or canceled because of combat
operations. There were many occasions where tour groups had to wah hours on end for
transportation to a firebase or other camp because their scheduled flight met whh
difficulties. Sometimes these difficulties were caused by something as straightforward as
a resuppK requirement of a firebase or the danger of combat, against which troupes were
protected at every possible moment.
Singer Chris Noel, for example, once found herself under fire while on tour. Noel
dedicated herself to improving the lives of military personnel. Her service started whh a
vepy popular radio show, moved on to live shows, and today includes a home for vets
who need help. While out doing tours in Vietnam, Noel found herself stuck while there
was incoming fire. "I remember one time when we were on top of a mountain and there
was incoming and I was flat up against the bunker as they brought in a helicopter to get
me out," she said. "I was literally thrown into it, and I heard the bullets hitting it as we
took off."

To fiirther support the importance of these performers to milhary personnel

was the danger in which the GIs were willing to put themselves to secure the safety of
people like Noel. But most times entertainers were kept clear of danger or were heavily
guarded in areas where their lives were endangered.

'^^Chuck Howard, 'Entertainer Chris 'Miss Christmas' Noel Eamed the Right to
Call Herself a Vietnam veteran" Vietnam, December 1966, 65.
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Other problems that occurred were lack of supplies, unprepared unhs, and
equipment problems. Jimmy Snow's tour in Vietnam in 1969 also experienced theft. On
January 8, 1969, while driving to Long Binh, the group stopped at a red light when a
Vietnamese boy grabbed some equipment from the tmck and ran. Some MPs and the
escort officer chased him down and recovered a guhar, but the group lost an echoplex.'^^
On occasion the problems with the tour came from those actually on the tour.
During a tour by actor Jim Begg in March of 1969, the escort officer had many problems
whh the way certain aspects of the tour were handled. He complained about everything
from the sheets on the beds to how distant his billeting was from the troupe for which he
had responsibility. One supervisor even accused this officer of extremely poor behavior
as an escort officer.'^'
Sometimes the problems came from the performers themselves. A very serious
problem arose during the Tony Diamond tour in November 1969. Near the close of the
tour, one of the female members. Miss Jo Ann Smith, took time off from her tour
schedule to be with a Navy officer Though this sounds innocent, it created many
problems. The biggest problem came with the reputation that such behavior could give
the USO if h had become public knowledge, particularly if Miss Smhh had suffered any
harm while away from her group. Miss Smhh went whh the Tony Diamond Show from
November 5-30, 1969. On the 24 ^ the escort officers had to escort a Navy officer awav
'^'^Jimmy Snow After Action Action Report, MACV /U^SAR\\ 4.
'^'jim Begg After Action Report, Military- Assistance Command, Vietnam
(M.ACV) Unhed States Army Vietnam (USARV) Special Service Agency Entertainment
Branch, National .Archives, College Park, 2.
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from outside Miss Smhh's room, telling him specifically to stay away from her. Three
days later, on the 27 , as the escort officer tried to round up the troupe for Thanksgiving
Dinner, he discovered Miss Smhh missing from her room, so he and the group manager,
Tony Diamond, set out to find her. Unsuccessful in their search, they spoke with a
milhary policeman at the gate, from whom they learned she had left whh the Navy officer
who had been ordered away from her three days eariier. Miss Smith did not retum until
the next morning. The escort officer and Tony Diamond took this seriously, and wishing
to preserve the reputation of the USO, Miss Smhh was immediately dismissed from the
tour and eamed herself a plane ticket home.'"^^ Desphe rare incidents like these, most
entertainers carried themselves whh the utmost character. Two who best symbolized this
for the USO were Martha Raye and Bob Hope.
^ Martha Raye, better known as Colonel Maggie (an honorary thle), was a star of
vaudeville, movies, and broadway. She went above and beyond the call of duty for
military personnel during the Vietnam War. She got her start doing USO tours during
World War II. In fact, she was one of the first USO entertaining unhs ever sent out. Once
her tour ended, she chose to stay on in North Africa. She continued to perform for the
troops and also began to help care for the troops when they were sick and wounded. This
extended time in North Africa enabled her to learn nursing skills that she put to great use
during the Vietnam War.

Tony Diamond Show After Action Report, Military Assistance Command,
Vietnam (MACV) United States Army Vietnam (USARV) Special Service Agency.
Entertainment Branch, National .Archives, College Park, 5-6.
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Martha Raye made her first trip to Vietnam in 1965. It only took that one tour for
her to dedicate the rest of her life to helping Vietnam veterans. While on her tours, she
did not always travel for the USO; a number of times she traveled on her own (and
presumably at her own expense). But if the USO called, she always did what she could to
help them because of her dedication to milhary personnel in Vietnam. And as dedicated
as Colonel Maggie was to the troops, they loved her in retum.
On her lengthy tours to Vietnam, Martha Raye managed to collect a great many
honors from military, governmental and civilian organizations for all of her work. Her
most prized recognhion were her honorary membership into the Green Berets and the
Medal of Freedom, which the President of the Unhed States, Bill Clinton, awarded her in
1993. Raye also had a great deal of pride in her talent for nursing and her ability to help
while in Vietnam. Her dedication to the troops is widely remembered. "A doctor reported
she assisted him in combat surgery for 15 hours, then went on to reprise her role in Hello
Dolly in a hangar super-heated by a tropical sun."'^"^
Maggie Raye went far beyond what any other celebrity did for milhary personnel.
Her tours lasted for months and she took food and special treats whh her to hand out. She
also collected phone numbers and messages from soldiers and once she retumed to the
states, she called those phone numbers and personally delivered those messages. It did
not stop there. When she was not touring, she invited Vietnam veterans to come visit her.
Many times she invhed them to spend the night at her house. When doing shows in a

'^"^Ken Scharnberg, "A Colonel Named Maggie," .4/7/(^/7cw/ Legion Magazine.
Januar\' 1992,41.
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theater she always saved her house seat tickets for Vietnam veterans and the parents of
boys in Vietnam.
Raye did a tremendous show of comedy and singing. She even took these shows
to the most remote and dangerous firebases because she thought all the troops deserved to
see her. On one tour alone, she did shows for as many as 38,000 troops. She even
performed to an audience of one. The USO felt great pride in association whh her,
despite the fact that she ignored their mles and spoke out polhically about her stance on
the war. She showed her opinion a great deal on the topic of the anti-war movement.
Upon being asked about the movement during the war she was quoted as saying, "The
guys (the men fighting the war in Vietnam) told me to try to put some sense into those
kooks when I got here. They're pretty bitter about h. They feel badly And I don't blame
them."

She also had a great deal of anger for Jane Fonda who many believe stepped far

beyond the lines of anti-war protest and betrayed her country. Raye referred to her as "a
lousy American."'^"^
-^ Raye made one of the largest contributions to USO tours in Vietnam. Her impact
can still be heard in the stories of her actions. Upon her death in 1994, she received
militarv honors at her burial. She had the flag draped across her casket, but because of
mles did not get a 21-gun salute or taps played at her fiineral. She did receive the great
honor of being buried at Fort Bragg with her 'boys', the Green Berets. During the burial.

'•^"^Jean Maddern Pitrone, Take it From the Big Mouth: The Life of Martha Raye
(Lexington; University of Kentucky, 1999), 147.
'^ibid., pg. 158.
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the 'Ballad of the Green Berets' was played in her honor, for she had become one of
them. In a report of her USO tour from December 20-January 8, 1971, Jimmy Dorsey
offered a great summation of her work whh the USO: "Her complete devotion to the
milhary-the advisory teams, support personnel, the hosphalized, as well as the gmnts
(soldiers fighting the war in Vietnam), sets her apart from all other celebrity vishors. Her
sense of mission and her energy set an inspiring pace for those who support her vishs."'^^
When mentioning the USO, the general public often is not familiar with the name,
but when you add to it the name Bob Hope and his Christmas tour, people instantly know
what the USO is. Bob Hope and his Christmas tours became a staple of USO operations.
Hope began to do his star-studded tours for the USO during Worid War II and continued
to go during every major conflict the Unhed States has been involved with into the Gulf
War. Whh his first tour, Hope established a successfiil recipe for his shows. The shows
were made up of music, jokes, and of course, beautifial women.
-^In 1942, Bob Hope began his entertaining tours for the USO and h didn't take
long before his efforts gained recognhion. Supreme Allied Commander Dwight D
Eisenhower gave Hope the Medal of Merit in 1946.

Nineteen sixty-four was the first —

vear that Bob Hope took his troupe to Vietnam. Hope took Ann Sydney (the reigning
Miss Worid), Anita Bryant (Miss Oklahoma), Janis Page, Peter Leeds, Anna Maria
Alberghetti, Jill St. John, Jerry Colona, and Les Brown and his Band of Renown.
'^^'Martha Raye Armed Forces Professional Entertainment Evaluation, Milhary
.Assistance Command. Vietnam (MACV) Lnhed States .Army X'ietnam (USARV) Special
Service Agency Entertainment Branch. National .Archives, College Park, 1.
'^^Cofifev- Always Home, 28
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This first Bob Hope Christmas Show in Vietnam developed into the seminal event
that the USO and Hope repeated every year of the war. Making the Bob Hope Show work
every year presented the USO whh many challenges. The Vietnam War and the
difficuhies faced in it made planning the show more difficuh than ever. For instance,
there was no front in this war so there was potential danger to the performers at all
locations. Also, the terrain and geography of Vietnam made areas impossible for groups
like the Bob Hope show to travel. Scheduling Bob Hope was quhe easy because the
Christmas tour was a priority for him. The difficulty came for the armed forces, which
had to plan the logistics of, and security for the tour.
Planning the Hope tours in Vietnam required a full year. Starting in 1966, the
United States Army, Vietnam (USARV) had responsibility for the Hope Christmas Show.
On November 11, 1966, USARV named the office that planned the tours the Bob Hope
Show Project [Office].

This office had the responsibilhy to pick show shes, set-up

security, transportation, and just make sure the show would work out. In 1966, the office
decided that the Hope troupe would do four shows in Thailand, eight shows in Vietnam,—
two shows on aircraft carriers, one in the South China Sea and one in another location,
and a show for the Kinu of Thailand.'^^ These fifteen shows were done in addhion to
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1966 Bob Hope Show-After Action Report, Milhary Assistance Command.
Vietnam (MACV) Unhed States Asmy Vietnam (USARV) Special Service Agency
Entertainment Branch, National Archives, College Park., 1.
'^^1966 Bob Hope Show-After Action Report, Milhary Assistance Command.
Vietnam (MACV) United States Army Vietnam (USARV) Special Service Agency
Entertainment Branch. National Archives, College Park., 1.
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hosphal vishs. In a tour of eight days. Bob Hope and his group entertained about 117,300
military personnel.'""^ -*.
^ Security concerns received first priority when h came to the Hope Christmas
Show. Eariy on, security became an issue in Vietnam because the Viet Cong made Hope
a target for elimination because of his abilhy to build and sustain morale. On Christmas
Eve of 1964, an explosion at the Brinks Hotel in Saigon missed the Hope group by ten
minutes. Later, Hope leamed that the explosion had been intended for him. Captured
documents revealed the failed attempt on Hope's life. "The Viet Cong leadership [had]
rebuked Saigon terrorists for missing comedian Bob Hope and his troupe of
entertainers."

In his typical form, Hope made jokes about the incident, "'It's hard to

believe they were that critical of my act,' Hope declared in Palm Springs, California. T
think maybe the Viet Cong are drinking a lot. This isn't the first time people have tried to
do away with me. The same thing happened with my vaudeville act-they were always
trying to get me.'"

American military personnel did not take the issue quite so

lightheartedly, and therefore made detailed plans to keep Hope and his peers safe while
entertaining milhary personnel.

'''"Bob Hope Show Disposition Form 1966, Milhary Assistance Command,
Vietnam (MACV) Unhed States .Army Vietnam (USARV) Special Service Agency
Entertainment Branch, Nafional Archives, College Park., 1.
'^'"VC Errors Saved Hope" Unit II: Military Operations, Box 8, Folder 12.
Douglas Pike Collection, Vietnam .Archive, Texas Tech Univershy, Wa.shington Post, 17
March 1967
'^^Ibid.
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•~^ One of the first security actions taken concerned announcement of the shows. The
location and time of Bob Hope Shows was withheld from military personnel, cast, and
crew until five hours prior to performance time. American personnel and the Viet Cong
were aware of where the shows would be because stages and bleachers had to be built. It
was just a gamble to guess when the troupe would arrive. Though the Viet Cong could
never predict with accuracy when a show would occur, and this made them less
vulnerable to attack, though Hope would joke about the North Vietnamese always
seeming to know where he would be before he did. They would get this help from North
Vietnamese radio jockey, Hanoi Hannah. According to Hope,
Before our first trip to Vietnam we were warned that all names, places, and
destinations would have to be top secret; that they couldn't take a chance on
any breach of securhy. We never knew where we were going, and the troops
were never notified of the show until the last possible moment. In most cases
they were not told who or what was appearing. Yet, despite all the precautions,
we seemed to be the only ones who were confused. Each night on the radio
we could listen to 'Hanoi Hannah', the 'Tokyo Rose' of the North Vietnamese,
and find out our exact destination, our time of departure, and what time we
should have our bags in the lobby.''^^
»»The armed forces' security concerns were not limited to the safety of the
celebrities. When Hope did his shows, they were to thousands of troops. These large
groups meant the enemy had a large target. The last thing the military wanted or needed
was for the Vietnamese to launch an attack against milhary personnel while watching a
show To protect against such an attack the milhary implemented a system where there
was a "sweep of show sites and quarters; counter mortar measures in the field; crowd

'•^^Bob Hope, Five Women I Love: Bob Hope 5 Vietnam Story, (New York:
Doubleday and Company Inc., 1966), 142.
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control in stage areas."^"^ The greatest worry the military had was to protect against
Vietnamese small arms fire and mortar attacks. They were successful at this aspect of
securhy.
Another security measure was to have passes. These passes were equivalent to the
backstage passes used by performers today. A specific pass allowed an individual into an
area that would otherwise be off limits. The passes were of a new design every year and
had a system of color-coding. For instance, in 1970 the backstage pass consisted of a
profile drawing of Hope and the name of the tour, 'Operation Holly.' The color coding
consisted of brown-wardrobe assistant, blue-electrician detail, pink-carpenter detail,
orange-camera detail, purple-press, green-food handlers, red-equipment detail, yellowauto detail, gray-'cue' card detail, and white-cast/Op Holly staff. Very few cards were
handed out, and they never were gi\ en to Vietnamese, to ensure the safety of the troupe
throughout the tour. With all these precautions, Hope and his troupe always retumed
from the Christmas tours safely
^ Desphe all the logistics requirements and security concerns, every Christmas Bob
Hope successfully brought the spirit of holidays to the stressed and lonely milhary
personnel in Vietnam. Hope's Christmas Show tradhion brought happy faces to millions
of .Americans and allied militant' personnel. Troops would wah hours in the worst
condhions for just the privilege to be present at a Hope Show. Sometimes this meant
waiting for hours in a hot blazing sun only to be called back to work right as the USO
'"^•^After Action Report-Bob Hope Show 1966, Milhary Assistance Command,
Vietnam (MACV) United States Army \'ietnam (USAR\') Special Service Agency
Entertainment Branch, National .Archives, College Park, 3-4

show started. But these brief moments in Hope's presence raised their spirits. One man
who was touched by Hope and his troupe was named "Frenchy." Hope came along to
visit Frenchy in a hosphal. Frenchy suffered the loss of an arm and ear in combat. As part
of Hope's Christmas tradhion, he and his troupe vished the hosphal wards, and Hope
gave each wounded soldier a Christmas kiss. Well, when Hope wished Frenchy a Merry
Christmas, Frenchy felt there was nothing to be merry about. Hope said he should be
happy to be a alive and decided not to give Frenchy a Christmas kiss. Hope was touched
by Frenchy. "I got a smile out of every kid in that ward, but I couldn't get to Frenchy
When I walked out of the ward he was staring at me. And I couldn't get h out of my
mind. That sad face...those huge eyes, just staring."''*^ Later in the same Christmas tour,
Hope saw Frenchy again. In another hosphal ward, a kid called out to Hope and as Hope
turned around he saw Frenchy, smiling. Hope inquired about his change of atthude.
Frenchy said, "I wasn t feeling too good that day in Saigon, but after you left I got to
thinking about it, and you were right. I was alive and I am alive today."'^^ Of course,
Hope gave Frenchy his Christmas kiss. Clearly, Hope had had an impact on the life of
that young man and that man helped Hope as well.
Another example of the impact Hope's shows had on the troops in Vietnam was
to introduce a father to his kids. During a show in An Khe in 1965, Hope called Specialist
4^ Class Brian H. OXonnell on stage. The young man approached Hope not really
knowing why he was being singled out. Well, prior to his departure from Los Angeles,
^^'Hope, Five Women I Love, 107.
'•^^Ibid.. 234.
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O'Connell's wife approached Hope whh photos of their newborn twins, which the new
father had never seen. Hope could not resist an opportunhy to make a difference in this
man's life. The event sparked emotion in all who whnessed the scene. Hope said, "It was
one of those strange moments that can only happen in a war. A kid-a father-standing in
the middle of a jungle, eight thousand miles from home, looking at a picture of his kidsseeing them for the first time. We were all so emofionally moved we were torn between
laughter and tears. And not knowing what to do, we all started applauding. And, that day
at least, the O'Connell twins had ten thousand godfathers."'"*^ Sometimes h is difficuh to
determine whom the shows touched most, the celebrities or the troops.
**• The tours' moving experiences are part of why Hope continually made his
Christmas tours. Another reason Hope chose to make his Christmas tours was he tmly
believed in trying to improve the qualitv of life of American military personnel. Hope
never heshated to share his feeling about America's military forces. "1 might as well
admit it, I have no politics where the boys are concerned. I only know that they're over
there doing a job that has to be done, and whatever is best for them is best for me. I bow
to no man in my love for my countn,, and if my zeal for backing these kids to the hilt
means offending a few part-time citizens and thereby losing a few points in the Nielsen,
so be it."'"*^ Unfortunately, Hope received a great deal of criticism from critics of the
Vietnam War. Those who were against the war felt Hope wanted a war and his shows
were publicity for that war. Hope was no more pro-war than any peace demonstrator of
^^^Hope, Five Women I Love., 187
'•^^Hope. Five Women I Love, 249

the time. He simply chose to support military personnel whom he saw as doing their
duty, a job they were called on by their govemment to do. Francie Mendenhall, a member
of the Dean Martin dancing group. The Golddiggers, traveled whh the Hope Christmas
Show in 1970. Over the last 30 years she has found herself defending what Hope did to
help military personnel. 'T have defended Mr. Hope on many occasions, against those I
talk to who feel he was pro-war. Mr. Hope is a peace loving man and is certainly not a
warmonger. We performed so the men and women could feel encouraged, loved and
strong. So that hopefially we'd help give them a better chance to get home."''*^
•**It is clear that Bob Hope eamed the love and respect of all American milhary
personnel in the 20^'' century. In fact, the Guinness Book of World Records believes he is
the world's most decorated entertainer. From 1964 to 1972, he spent every Christmas
holiday far from home. And for this the soldiers of the Vietnam War had a special place
in their hearts for Hope. He never gave them sympathy or pity, not even to the most
distraught soldier. He gave them something that meant more, his grathude.

Gratuhous College Service
Bob Hope tours and the nostalgia of USO dances during World War II quickly
ad\ anced the reputation of the USO. However, Bob Hope and other well-known people
were only a portion of what the USO did to entertain the milhary. The USO made a
concerted effort to send all types of entertainers to entertain milhary personnel. Not all

'•^^Francie Mendenhall, interview by Sabrina Frizzell, 16 May 2000, transcript,
Sabrina Frizzelfs USO Collection, Vietnam Archive, Texas Tech University.
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were nationally and internationally known, and they did not all make professional careers
in the entertainment business. Examples of this are colleges that sent playgroups, bands, and choirs to perform all over the worid. In 1968 the USO sent twenty four college
groups on tours all over the worid, for lengths of anywhere from four to eight weeks. '^^
^Like the Vietnam War, the USO contributed to the uniqueness of the time, not
only by continuing to support the military in the unpopular fight in Vietnam, but also by
sending college tours out to entertain the troops. During the Vietnam War, much of the
protests and movement against the war came from college campuses, and yet college
students also went out to perform for the military. The students who chose to go on these
USO tours were going against the popular student consensus of anfi-military feeling.
Those who chose to go on tours made a choice to take a difficult shuation and make it a
little more poshive. Despite the unpopularhy of the war, the students went whh great
excitement and enthusiasm for the trip and for the military personnel.
-Jhe colleges that went on tours for the USO did not randomly organize. Much
like the USO had paired up whh Hollywood to form Camp Show, Inc., they also relied on
two other organizations to arrange the college tours, the National Music Council and the
American Educational Theater Association The National Music Council formed in 1940
and received a charter from the 84^^ Congress in 1956. This organization acts as the
representative body for the Unhed States in the International Music Council/UNESCO
The mission of the organization was "to strengthen the importance of music in our life
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USO .Annual Report J96S (New York: Unhed Ser\'ice Organization, 1968), 16.

8.>

and culture."

This organization combined with the USO and the Department of

Defense to pick and send college groups around the worid to perform for milhary troops.
Like the other USO activhies, the trips were funded by private donations, Unhed Fund,
Communhy Chest, and fiind raising. The groups were chosen by a board of department
heads from schools throughout the country based on an audhion tape and an application
that detailed the group's performance experience and a potential program they would
present to the troops. One school that chose to participate in these tours was the Texas
Women's Univershy located in Denton, Texas.
-^The Texas Women's Univershy was established in 1901 by an act of the 27^^
Legislature, which initially called it the Girls Industrial College. The school started out
whh the intention of teaching women domestic skills, but has evolved into a
multidisciplinary university that offers a variety of majors and both undergraduate and
graduate degrees. Though the univershy now admhs men, throughout the Vietnam years
the student body of the univershy was exclusively female. Some of these young women
entertained military troops all over the world. The women were popular whh the troops
when they performed because they were extremely talented, warm, and beautiful.
^ The American Educational Theater Association is an organization that formed
from drama departments in colleges all over the United States. This organization is
similar to the National Music Council in that h formed a board of speech and drama
directors to chose tour groups from members' colleges.
'"^' Mission Statement. National Music Council. Retrieved 8 November 2000,
from World Wide Web: Http://www.musiccouncil.org/homepage.html.
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—The USO believed the college tours were the "most popular and rewarding
services" offered, because the college students were peers of most of the military
personnel for whom they performed. '^^ Another benefit to these tours was the growth
opportunhies experienced by the students on the tour. According to the USO, "in most
cases the students are receiving fiill college credh for the tour."'^^ The USO found a
small drawback to sending out college tours. "While these are enthusiastically received
by the service audience, they require groups of fifteen to eighteen individuals for
effective staging. These large groups require excessive logistical support and cannot be
scheduled into the isolated bases where the need is greatest."''^"^ Desphe these difficuhies,
the USO continued to send out the college tours for two reasons. "The cost to the USO
for this service [was] limhed to insurance and administrative overhead, and [was]
minimal. Additionally, the farewell and welcome home ceremonies for these tours
provided an excellent opportunity to make the grass roots community aware of the need
for support." ^^
The Texas Women's University (TWU) sent hs first group on a USO tour in
September 1962. The Lass-o Choraliers, made up of 15 women, went to the Caribbean to
entertain military personnel. The Lass-o Choraliers were the first college group to be
sent by the USO and National Music Council and also was the first college group to be
'•^USO Shows Program, Catholic Conference Collection, 2.
'^^Ibid., 2.
'-'Ibid., 2.
'-'ibid., 2-3.
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invited to go on a second tour. The group began to make frequent and regular tours in
1964.
In 1964, the Lass-o Choraliers set out on their second USO tour, which took them
to the United States Northeast Command. During the 1964 tour, the Lass-o Choraliers
vished and performed in Newfoundland, Laborador, Greenland, and Iceland. The group
went prepared to sing and dance to folk tunes, westem songs, popular numbers from
Broadway musicals, and instmmental numbers. They were scheduled to tour for five
weeks, beginning whh their departure date of September 28, 1964. For half of the
women, the trip was a new adventure, but the other half had been whh the group on the
first tour and though they had never been to the northem lands to which they were
traveling, they knew what it meant to be entertaining the troops. The fifteen women on
this tour were a combination of the Lass-o Band and the Modem Choir, which enabled
them to sing and play music.
The TWU Serenaders organized to perform and practice popular and dance music
This group's talent became well known and eamed them the spot to go on the USO tour.
In 1964, the Serenaders gained praise from the American Bandmasters Association as
"one of the outstanding college stage bands of the nation."'^^ On March 5, 1965, the
USO notified the TWU that another one of its groups had been selected to represent the
school on another USO tour. This time the Serenaders were sent to milhary installations
in the European Command on a tour that occurred over the Thanksgiving and Christmas
holidavs. The Serenaders started out on November 15, 1965, and toured until January 9,
156T T
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1966. The Serenaders differed from the Lass-o Choraliers in that they were an
instmmental group. They were made up of 14 fiill-time students and were conducted by
LoweU Little.'^^
The tour of the European Command included travel to France, Germany, and
Northem Italy. The tour was a treat both for the entertainers and the troops they were out
to entertain. For one junior officer. Lt. Harian Jencks, not only did he get to see their
musical abilhy but he also was responsible for escorting the music group. "A 24-year-old
bachelor lieutenant answered duty's call and had to leave his infantry unit in a muddy
German maneuver so he could escort the coeds around for eight weeks."'^^ The soldier
was more than likely considered quite lucky, not to mention envied, by many of his
military friends for getting an assignment of escorting 14 beautiful, young women around
Europe.
While on the tour of the European Command, the women engaged in a small
compethive game amongst each other, in which they tried to win the affection of the
individual soldiers they encountered. The competition started whh the one lone graduate
student on the trip. Patsy Northcurt. who also held the poshion of student manager. She
asked an .Armv man in Germanv to i^ive her a set of his chevrons for flin. "^ The soldier
'-^''Frank C. Rigler. Woman's Collection. (Denton: Texas Woman's University, 11
March 1965), 1
'•^^Frank C. Rigler. TWU Serenaders." Woman's Collection. (Denton: Texas
Woman's University, 19 January 1966), 1
'"'^ "Chevrons are a sleeve insignia of stripes meeting at an angle, worn to
indicate rank, merit, or length of service." Webster II: New Riverside Dictionaiy. (New
York: Berkley Books, 1984), 123
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"complied by donating his fatigue jacket."^^^ Northcutt later quipped that "All the other
women had to get one immediately. It became our traveling uniform. But the first giri to
come in whh a pair of fatigue trousers was on report."'^' The women enjoyed the ftin in
getting the soldiers to separate whh the clothing hems and they also held a great deal of
practicality and sentimentalhy.
The collection of fatigues led to the collection of all sorts of items like patches,
nametags, regimental insignia pins, and other decorations. The director of the group
allowed the collection to go on, but he expressed concem about the legalhy of the
collecting. However, h was part of the fun and no one took action to stop the women and
the soldiers from the gift exchange. Frank Rigler, a reporter, joked about the collection
craze saying the group "[looked] like Low Lhtle (name of the director) and his WACky
Westerners."

The caphalization of WAC in wacky is a gentle jab at the women looking

like members of the Women's Army Corps (WAC) of World War II.
The Serenaders put on a good performance that ran an hour and half They put
aside their collection of military garb for blue or red bandstand uniforms and played big
band music and novehy numbers. The musical performance not only was an entertaining
outlet for the troops but also for the entertainers. The women believed the music brought
them closer together and let them have an outlet for fixistrations, which in turn kept them
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Rioler, "TWU Serenaders,' 1

'^'Rigler, "TWU^ Serenaders, 1.
'"Rigler. "TWU^ Serenaders., 2.
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from getting into arguments with each other, a resuh that certainly must have been
inevhable after weeks of touring.
Overall, the tour was a great success and the women gained as much from the trip
as the milhary troops for whom they performed. "We feel we have contributed
something and we are going home to campaign for the USO," said Patsy Northcutt.
"Miss Davis said she is thinking of giving up her musical career to become a service club
director because she admires them so much."'^^ These women went back to Texas with
many memories of friendly compethion, and smiling soldiers. Though they were in
Europe, the Vietnam War was not far from their minds. "I have been astounded at the
guys' atthude about Vietnam," said Miss Klingman. "All of them (milhary personnel),
want to go. We have only found one who was against what we are doing here."'^"^
In 1966, the Lass-o Choraliers were gi\en another chance to do a USO tour. They
went on a trip to the European Command from June 20 to August 17, 1967. The women
(numbering about 14) in the group were chosen based on their musical ability and stage
presence, standing in school, and appearance .VIost of the members of the group were
from Texas, but three were from .Arkansas, one from Louisiana, and one from
Pennsylvania.
Nineteen sixty-eight was a much bigger year for USO tours coming from the
TWU Both the Lass-o Choraliers and the Serenaders made trips to entertain the troops.
The Lass-o Choraliers were the first to go out in 1968. They left October 18. 1968, on an
'^^Rigler. TWU Serenaders," 3
'^'•^Ri^ler, "TWU Serenaders., 4
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8-week tour of Hawaii, Korea, Japan, Formosa, Guam, Okinawa, and the Philippines. On
this tour it usually took the group twenty minutes to set up the stage for the performance
and the same amount of time to break down the equipment. Their performance usually
ran seventy minutes and the program was as follows (Table 3.1).
The Lass-o Choraliers performed a wide variety of music to touch all different
audiences. They also did music that was currently popular whh young people. This is
most apparent in the Beatles tunes the group chose. The song "All My Loving" was
number one on the Top 40 charts on March 6 and March 13 of 1964. "Yesterday" was
number one on September 17, 1965 "All You Need is Love" hh number one August 8,
1967 and "Twist and Shout" was number one on Top 40 on March 20, 1964.'^^
The group had several requirements to enable them to present the best possible
show to the troops. They requested a piano because they could not bring one with them
on their travels. .Also, they required a public address system whh two microphones for
the singers. The group requested that at least one of the microphones be removable, so
the singers could move about the stage. They asked for lighting and a following spot, but
the following spot was only requested if there was one available. They asked for dressing
rooms and demanded that the stage not be waxed or polished for fear that one of the
performers could hurt themselves on the stage.

'^^Ben Fong-Torres. The Hits Just Keep On Coming. (San Francisco: Miller
Freeman Books, 1998), 254-256.
^^^USO Shows in As.sociation with The National Music Council Presents Lass-o
Choraliers. Women \s Collection. (Denton: Texas Woman's Univershy), 4
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Table 3.1. The Lass-o Choraliers 1968 USO Program
Songs
Hello Fello\\s! (Adapted from Hello Dolly!)

Composer
Herman

Ne\er Underestimate the Power of n Woman
I Got Rh.Mhm

Large
Gershw in-MacLean

Mv Mans Gone Now
Selected Songs with Guitar
Tlie Halls of I\y
On Wisconsin
Notre Dame Victor\ March
Ca\iiga"s Waters
Rambling Wreck from Georgia
Tech
Tlie Te.xas A&M War H\nin
TlieEvesofTe.xas
Farewell. Dear Alma Mater
Getting to Know You
Three Choruses from Alice m Wonderland.
The Lobster Quadrille
Lullabv of the Duchess
Fatlier William
Softly as 1 LeaN e You
Thorouglily Modern Millie
Beatles Group of Songs
Wlien fm 64
.All My Lo\ ing
Yesterda\
All You Need is Lo\ e
Twist and Shout
Mcdle\ of Show tunes
Religious Section
Tlie Lord's Prayer
A\ e Mana
Alfie
Big Spender
A Girls Garden
Salangadou
Waltzinu .Matilda
I Wamia Go Home

Gershwin
Russell and Kniglit
Purd\
Shea
Lisle
Roman

Ruggiero
Rogers and Hanunerstein
Irs ing Gilford Fine

Sharper and Vita
Cahn and Heusen
Lennon and McCartnes

Gregorian Chant
Schubert
Fields and Coleman
Thompson
Creole Folk Song
Cowan-Simon
Traditional

Source: f SO S/io\\.s in. [ssoaation With the Xational Music Council Presents the Lass-o
Choraliers. Women s Collection. (Denton: Texas Woman's Unixcrsit) ). 5-6.

The tour proved to be an incredible learning experience for the group. When they
left Dallas, the Lass-o Choraliers received VIP treatment, whh their own press conference
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in the Celebrhy Room at Dallas Love Air Field. ^^^ From there they flew to San Francisco
and then on to Japan. Another important experience for these women was their visits to
univershies in Korea.
The Lass-o Choraliers visited three univershies, Sook Myung Women's
Univershy, Chung Ang University, and Ewha Women's Univershy. At the univershies,
they received big welcomes. At Sook Myung Women's Univershy, the women were
greeted by the President of the University and some of the students. They were invhed to
the President's office and performed for 500 students. In retum, the Choraliers were
treated with tradhional Korean songs and dances. After the performances the Choraliers
attended a reception where they received Univershy pins.'^^ They also took the
opportunity to exchange addresses whh Korean students to form long distance
friendships. At Chung Ang Univershy, they met the President and took a tour of the
campus. They also had the opportunhy to meet the founder of the univershy and were
given lacquer ware souvenirs with the name of the univershy on them. Then they were
treated to a luncheon of Chinese food whh faculty and staff. ^^^ At Ewha Women's
University, they performed for 500 students and even did encores as a resuh of loud
applause from the audience. The audience then sang the school song and the Choraliers

'^^Frank C. Rigler Women's Collection. (Denton: Texas Woman's University, 3
October 1968), 1.
1 A8

Kathy Heldman. "TWU Choraliers on Far East Tour." Women's Collection.
(Denton: Texas Woman's University, 13 November 1968), 2.
'^^'^Heldman. "TWU Choraliers on Far East Tour," 2.
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responded whh "To the Texas Woman's University." '^° After their performance the
women shared tea with some of the students. The Choraliers' director. Dr. J. Wilgus
Eberly, also audhioned two music students for the TWU program in Denton, Texas. ^^'
Of the experience, one Choralier, Kathy Heldman, commented, "Everyone of us has
received a wonderfiil insight of students and colleges in Korea. One of these insights is
the basic idea of everyone trying to learn one thing-How to make this world a better one
to live in by working together "'^" h is clear that a tour to the Far East enabled these
young women who had never left the confines of the Unhed States, to see a drastically
different culture than that in which they were raised.
The Serenaders also made a USO tour in 1968, but they went to milhary
installations in the Northeast Command. They made a four-week tour that took them to
bases in Greenland, Iceland, Newfoundland, and Baffin Island. .411 but one of the group
were Texans. The group previously had been named an outstanding band and their
prestige was growing, thus they found themselves invited to participate in a motion
picture and to appear on tele\ ision. One critic had this to say about the group: "They
have the \er\'e of youth and their own e\ ident enjoyment in what they are doing makes a
great performance."

'^^^Heldman. "TWU Choraliers on Far East Tour." 3
^^•ibid., 1-3.
"-Ibid, 3.
' '^USO Shows in .Associaiion with The National Music Council Presents The

^)S

The Serenaders were very similar in structure to the Lass-o Choraliers, but they
had a few more problems to resolve for their tour to go smoothly. They were a band,
therefore they had to bring their instruments with them; yet theh travel weight was
limited to 500 pounds (Table 3.2). This was a tall order for the group, which included
three trombonists, four saxophonists, one drummer, four trumpeters, one bassist, and one
vibraphone player.'^"^ All of these instruments weighed a great deal.

Table 3.2 Equipment Weight
Equipment
Music
Amplifier
Vibraphone
Music Stands
Drums
Total
Equipment
Weight

Weight (Lbs)
50
50
80
100
150
430 Pounds

Source: Pat Blair, 1968, 4, Denton, Texas.

In hght of their equipment weight, the group had to cut their luggage down to keep their
travel allowance of 500 pounds. The women could not bring aerosol cans on milhary
aircraft, and were also told that hair spray would not be available on milhary bases, so
they had to resolve how to set their hairdos without the hair spray. This was a difficult

Serenaders. Women \s Collection (Denton: Texas Woman's Univershy), 2.
^^'^USO Shows in Association with The NationalMu.sic Council Presents The
Serenaders Women \s Collection. (Denton: Texas Woman's University), 4.
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challenge for these women because the hairstyles were big during this time period, and to
achieve the hairstyle, hair spray was an absolute necessity
This trip was a new adventure for many of the women. Some had never been on a
plane, let alone outside the Continental Unhed States. The women felt a real
responsibilhy to uphold a certain standard since they were representing their school, their
state, and their country. They prepared and worked hard for the tour, and found
themselves having morefianthen they could have imagined.
Like the Lass-o Choraliers, the Serenaders chose their musical programs
carefully They took into account music that was popular at the time, but also music that
would make the troops feel happy and upbeat. On the 1968 tour, the Serenaders prepared
two programs so they could vary the show they offered on the tour. The two programs
were as follows (Table 3.3).
The Serenaders' requirements for performance were similar to the Lass-o
Choraliers' They requested general stage lighting, with a follow spot whenever
a\ ailable. They also requested the same public address system, which required 2
microphones and at least one of the two to be removable. The Serenaders required a few
extras that the Lass-o Choraliers did not. For example, the Serenaders needed their stage
area to be at least 25' by 20', in order to fit the band and their instruments on h. They also
required four extension cords and an alternating electric current of 120 vohs and 60
cycles. Finally, they required 12 straight folding chairs whhout arms so that the band
members could play seated. ' Like the Lass-o Choraliers, they were able to set up for
^USO Show Presents the Serenaders, 4
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Table 3.3 Serenaders 1968 USO Program
Song
Program one
Introducing the Band
Tlie Man from La Mancha
And the Angels Sing
Mame
It Was a Verv Good Year
Peter Gmm Tlieme
Hello. Dolh
Almost Like Being In Lo^ e
The Mexican Shuffle
Lil Darlin
Music to Watch Girls Bv
Summer Samba So Nice
One of Tliose Songs
Camabv Street
Program tvko
Introducing the Band
Brasilia
Soul and Inspiration

Composer
John LaPonta
Ziggie Elman
Jerrv Herman
arr. Herb Alpert
Henrv Mancini
Jerr\ Herman
Frederick Lo\\ e
Herb Alpert
Neal Hefti
Sid Ramin
Paulo Valle
Gerard Cah i
Sanunv Nestico
John La Porta
Herb Alpert
arr. Linda Tiner
Leonard Bernstein
Antonio Jobim
Henn Mancicni
Joe Young
Glen Osser
Herb Alpert
Doc Sererinsen
John Kander
Antonio Jobim
Soeur Sourire O.P.
Jackie Trent

Toniglit

Once I Lo\ ed
Fallout
In a Shant\ In Old Shanh To\\ n
Young Man With the Blues
Freckles
Tlie Wav I Feel About You
Cabaret
The Girl From Impanema
Dominique
Don't Sleep In the Sub^^ay

Source: i SO Shows in. Issociation with The Xational .Mu.sic Council Presents The Serenaders.
Women .v Collection. (Denton: Te.xas Woman's Uni\ersit>). 5.

the show in thirty minutes and strike it down in twenty, and the show usually ran up to
sixty minutes long
The show became quite popular among milhary personnel. "Having no current
television program or competing radio stations, the base radio station interviewed each of
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us and broadcast everything from our concert schedule to our favorite breakfast spot."
During their tour the women were famous because they were the most exching thing
going on. The group won further praise from the U.S. Army Service Clubs and the Stars
and Stripes. "The show was called 'the most entertaining show in years' by the U.S.
Army Service Clubs located in Greenland, and the Stars and Stripes reported the women
'captivated the G.I.'s everywhere."'^^
The Serenaders went on another USO tour in 1969. This show took them to the
Pacific, where they toured milhary bases in Japan, Korea, Philippines, Okinawa, Guam,
and Formosa. They departed on December 15 and traveled for seven weeks. This tour
was similar to their other tours, but with a change in the program they offered the troops.
They continued to offer two programs that showed their versatility and attempted to bring
familiar and happy music to military personnel. The two programs also enabled the
Serenaders to entertain the military' troops whhout repeating music when they performed
more than one show on a base. This would often happen when one group of soldiers who
had already seen the show would switch with soldiers who had to work during the first
performance.

'^^"Two TWLT Groups to Make USO Tours." Women's (\)llection. (Denton:
Texas Woman's University, 15 August 1968), 4.
'^'Ibid., 4.
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Table 3.4 Serenaders" 1969 USO Program
Song
Program 1
Times Up
I Wish You LoN e
The Sounds of Silence
The Work Song
Tlieres a Kind of Hush
Freckles
Hone\
Mountain Dew
Pink Panther
E\er\bodN "s Rockin"
Walk on the Wild Side
Collard Green Blues
Ph moth Rock
Dot Dash
Program 2
RunwaN
I Sa\v the Liglit
Tliis Gm "s In Lo\e With You
Tlie Jazz Me Blues
Windv
Summertime in \'cmcc
Cotton Fields
Eariv Autumn
Medley:
"Goin Out of M\ Head"
"Can tTakeMvE\csOffof
You"
South of the Border
Sloe E\cs
Gentle on Mv Mind
Acropolis 7844

Composer
Barker
arr. Tubbs
Simon
arr. Tubbs
arr. Metis
arr. Alpert
arr. Tubbs
arr. Holmgren
Mancini
Femio
arr. Maltb^
Holt
Hefti
Se\ erinsen & New som
arr. Wilson
arr. Holmgren
Bacharach
arr. Brown
arr. Coolidgc
arr. Osser
arr. Wagner
Hennan
arr. Tubbs

arr. Gnisin
Se^erinsen & Newsom
arr. Tubbs
R. Dednck

Source: I SO Shons in. Issociation with The .Xational Music Council Presents the Serenaders.
Women 's Collection. (Denton: Texas Woman's UnixcrsiU ). 5.

It is clear from the program above that the Serenaders tried to make their music not just
enjoyable but relevant to those listening to it. The song "Sounds of Silence'' was on the
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Top 40 chart at number one on December 10, 1965.'^^ Though this song is not upbeat h
is still representative of the time and military personnel would have recognized h and
probably sang along, h is also clear the group's music appealed to the younger
generation, whh works by well-known names like Henry Mancini and Burt Bacharach.
After the 1969 tour, a camp commander. Lieutenant Colonel Harry R. Glidden,
wrote a complimentary letter to the President of Texas Woman's Univershy. In the letter
he talked about the Christmas Eve show put on by the Serenaders at his Army base in
Korea, three miles south of the demilitarized zone. The women not only performed, but
also had the opportunhy to have dinner whh some officers at the officers club. They
preformed to a large group of 375 people. Colonel Glidden feh the performers did an
incredible job and made the troops" Christmas more bearable desphe being so far away
from home.

As a commander of an artillery battalion I carefully watched all of the indicators
of the state of morale among my young soldiers, and [have] been greatly
concerned about the low morale, which is inevhable during a holiday season,
spent far from home. Last night it soared perceptibly as a result of the visit from
your splendid troupe.'^^

It is clear through the commander's words that the Serenaders' tours were greatly
appreciated and needed.

'^^Fong-Torres, The Hits. 255.
'^^"Serenaders Win Praise From Army." The Woman \s Collection. (Denton:
Texas Woman's Univershv).
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As the Vietnam War entered hs final years, so too did the college tours made by
the two music groups from Texas Woman's Univershy. In 1970, the Lass-o Choraliers
took a tour of the European Command. The trip began on October 24 and ran for eight
weeks. This would be the group's sixth and final tour during the Vietnam War. The tour
offered nothing new in the manner in which the women carried themselves or their
professionalism, but of course the>' came prepared with a new music program. The show
ran seventy minutes and contained even more recognizable hits than any other show they
had done in prior years (Table 3.5)
This show, like others, had many familiar tunes, and like the other shows there
were a few Top 40 hits. The music pieces from "Hair" were on the Top 40 charts in 1969
and the Beatles "Hey, Jude" was number one on September 13, 1968.'^^ The music was
part of the times, especiallv the works of "Hair' and the Beatles. The choice of "Hair"
pieces is interesting because of the controversy of the play The play and the music are
known for being anti-military but the songs performed by the group were the least
problematic of the songs in the play They carried messages that were about peace but not
too critical of the work bein^ done bv the milharv.

ISO

Fone-Torres, The Hits, 256.
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Table 3.5 Lass-o Chorahers 1970 USO Program

Songs
Program
Step to the Rear
Ne\ er Underestimate tlie Power
of a Woman
Fl> Me to The Moon
Di.\ie
Malaguena
Guantanamera
A Man and A Woman
The Mexican Shuffle
What the World Needs Now
Hey. Big Spender
Roaring Twenties Skit:
One of those Songs
Ma
Si.x Foot Two( Adapted from
Fi\c Foot Two)
1 Wanna Be Lo\ ed B> You
Im Just Wild About Harn
You Gotta See Mama
Craz> Rliuhm
As Long As He Needs Me
Gonna Get Along Without You
Now
ril Ne\er Fall In Lo\e Again
Tliis Girls In Love With You
"Pops" Group:
Good Morning. Starshine
(Hair)
Eas> To Be Hard (Hair)
Aquarius (Hair)
Spimiing Wlieel
Sometimes In Winter
Hew Judc
Gee But We Hate To Go Home

Composer
Bernstein
Large
arr. Lvons

HaM\ard
Lai
Lake
Bacharach arr. Stevenson
Holt and Cah i
Clare and Conrad
Henderson
Kalmer. Stothart and Ruby
Sissle and Blake
Rose and Conrad
Me> er and Kalm
Kellum
Bacharach arr. Ste\ enson
Bacharach arr. Havward
MacDermott arr. Ste\ enson
MacDennott arr. Ste\ enson
MacDennott arr. Ste\ enson
Tliomas arr. Ste\ enson
Thomas arr. Ste\ enson
Lennon and McCartnev
Traditional

Source: (.SO Shows in. issociation with the .VationalMusic Council Presents the Lass-o
Choraliers. Women 's Collection. (Denton; Te.xas Woman's Uni\ersit\). 5.

Another group that was similar to the two groups from Texas Women's
University was a group of five women called the Colorado Kappa Pickers from Colorado
State University. They went on a tour to entertain troops in Vietnam over the Christmas
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holiday in 1970. Like the group from the Texas Women's University, the girls found their
trip rewarding and challenging. Their tour differed from the other group in that they went
to Vietnam and performed directly for troops facing combat.
The Colorado Kappa Pickers' tour of Vietnam gained a great deal of praise from
military personnel. In an entertainment evaluation written by William J. Thibedeau on
two performances in Nha Trang on December 29-30, 1970. Thibedeau reported the
"Show was fine-we need more like this-Especially (If you will excuse the prejudice)
young girls! However-the show could have lasted a bit longer, and encores were picked
1^ ]

from fill in material-2nd performance the audience was exuberant toward the end."
The soldiers enjoyed these girls' performance and showed them their enormous
appreciation for their effort to make the holiday season a little more enjoyable.
After a performance in Qui Nhon, Frank Ceci made a comment concerning to
what it meant to United States troops in \'ietnam to have these women there during the
holiday. "Individuals such as members of the 'Colorado Kappa Pickers', who sacrifice
themselves by spending the holidays away from their families so the men in Vietnam can
be entertained during this time of year are to be commended and admired for bringing a
little of home to the men in Vietnam ' ^^

'^'Colorado Kappa Pickers Entertainment Evaluation, Military Assistance
Command, Vietnam (MAC\ ) United States Army Vietnam (USARV) Special Service
A"encv Entertainment Branch. National .Archives, College Park, 1.
'^^Colorado Kappa Pickers" Entertainment Evaluation, VIACV/USARN'
Collection, 1
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The pleasure of having women come to visit was a very popular comment made
about the Colorado Kappa Pickers' tour. When they did their show in Qui Nhon on
December 27, 1970, Frank Ceci filled out an entertainment evaluation. He said, "The
response from the audience indicated that whenever an American Girl is on stage she is
more than welcome."'^^ The giris also gained favor whh the famed performer Martha
Raye, They met her at 5"^' Special Forces on December 29, 1970, where she joined them
on stage to sing the Green Berets' theme song. At the close of the Colorado Kappa
Pickers' show, Martha Raye gave the giris a standing ovation.
The Colorado Kappa Pickers' tour received a great deal of praise. The manager of
the group had many great things to say about the tour and the milhary forces they
encountered. An example of their success came during their vish to the aircraft carrier
Kitty Hawk. While on the USS Kitty Hawk, the girls experienced a great deal of courtesy
on the part of the crew. The Colorado Kappa Pickers manager and performer Nancy
Stratton said, "We had escorts assigned to us who gave us a complete tour of the ship,
and who treated us like Queens! This was the most interesting experience of our tour!"
The group also encountered a few problems during their tour. On Christmas Eve,
the girls faced their most challenging show of the tour. In Dong Ha, the girls experienced
a series of technical difficulties and a crowd that was rambunctious. Nancy Stratton
reported "for a Christmas Eve Show this was a winner. Power failures, delayed start and

'^^Ibid.. 1.
"^•^Colorado Kappa Pickers' Entertainment Unh Manager's Report,
MACV/USARV Collection, 1.
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a very 'wound up' audience. The men had just come in from four weeks out in the field,
which explained their behavior. It was the most challenging and rewarding show of our
tnp."

The giris also had one other problem.
Overall, the girls had an extremely successfiil tour. In total, the giris did 26 shows

in 15 days for 10,800 milhary personnel in Vietnam, whose morale they helped improve.
The girls also gained a great deal in retum for their efforts. The final report issued on the
Colorado Kappa Pickers' tour stated.

The Colorado Kappa Pickers had a very successful tour in RVN. Possessing all
the attributes of youth, charm, talent and especially being typical All-American
College Girls, the milhary personnel audiences were more than overjoyed to see
this troupe. They were received everywhere with tumultuous ovations. Most
welcome to retum to this command.'^^
The tours made by the Lass-o Choraliers, the Serenaders. and the Colorado
Kappa Pickers were special to the performers, as well as the military personnel. These
tours were unique in that they vvere not made by professionals or celebrities, but by
young, college age women, many of whom had hardly ventured out of their own home
state, let alone out of the Continental United States. What also made the Choraliers', the
Serenaders". and the Colorado Kappa Pickers' tours unique was that the tours came
during a war that was extremely unpopular, especially amongst college age people.

'^"'Colorado Kappa Pickers" Manager"s Report, VIAC\7USARV Collection, 1
'^^Tolorado Kappa Pickers" .Armed Forces Professional Entertainment
Consolidated Attendance and Final Itinerary Report. Military .Assistance Command,
X'ietnam (MAC\') Unhed States .Army \'ietnam (US.AR\') Special Service Agency.
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Many of the women had family or romantic interests in the milhary and some of
those people were sent to Vietnam. The women whh milhary ties probably understood
better than the others what it meant for them to be going on the tours and more than likely
cherished the adventure more than the others. These women, were wholesome looking,
with bobbed and teased hairdos and cute dresses. They were all beautiftil and probably
reminded many lonely soldiers of home, their girifriends, and sisters.
All those who went on tours sacrificed a great deal of their time and energy to do
their very best for United States military personnel. They also gained as much as they
ga\ e. They witnessed things they probably never imagined seeing, like wounded soldiers,
and the poverty and suffering of so many people in impoverished third-world countries.
They were pressed to their physical and emotional limhs. However, most considered their
USO tour a positive, life changing experience. Francie Mendenhall said "My best
memory is singing 'Silent Night' at the close of each show with the cast and the soldiers.
It's been the most moving experience of my life "'^^
The entertainers who went on USO tours set out to entertain lonely soldiers
during all times of vear. They were important to the soldiers because of their
representation of home, but also because they were a break from the everyday norm of a
soldier's life. The soldier's life can be dangerous and very lonely. USO tours were an
opportunitv for soldiers to forget about their jobs, their loneliness and homesickness for a
time and just enjoy some good music and the company of a group of bright and beautiftil
Entertainment Branch, National Archives, College Park, 2.
Mendenhall interview
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young women and men who cared about what they were doing. This never meant more
than for those who received these shows during the holidays, when homesickness and
loneliness typically soar. These shows meant so much that they would sh through just
about anything to see them. According to Ed George, director of the music group Hill
Toppers at Abilene Christian University, during a show in Hawaii, soldiers were so
thrilled to see their group they sat through a horrible storm to experience it.

We had gone up to a training area called the Pulahoka training site. And these
gentlemen would be on this base and there were no females on this particular site.
But they'd been there 60 da\ s, some of them 90 days. It was rigorous, very strict,
a stark area. We were going to do a show out there. We were helicoptered out
from Honolulu whh all of our equipment. We set up on a flat bed tmck and h
started raining, just started pouring as it often does in that particular part of the
worid at a certain time of day and these guys didn't want us to quh so they
quickly set up a cover, a big tarp cover for us. Here they were, still in this rain just
pouring down. I don't know if Eve ever seen h rain that hard. They had the
generator cooking about 1 GO yards away to give us the power. So we started the
show again and I said, ^Well, do you want us to pick up where we left off?' 'No.
Start from the beginning.' So we did. These guys were sitting there in those
outfits, those parkas, those ponchos trying to stay at least warm, maybe not dry.
And just enjoying our show to the hih. They were just reallv enjoying the show,
laughing and saying, T remember that song,' or 'Could you sing that one more
time," or whate\ er. Our 75 minute show wound up to
be about two and half hours.

Clearly, the soldiers vvere moved and happy to have the show, and performers clearly
lo\ed what they were doing to keep repeating their show
The tours also were important because many soldiers were hearing a great deal
about how the public was unhappy whh their efforts, and though not all the performers

188,

^Ed George, interview by Sabrina Frizzell, 8 Januarv 2001. Sabrina Frizzell's
USO Collection, Vietnam Archive, Texas Tech Univershy, 7
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went to Vietnam, they were certainly in contact with Vietnam veterans and a little
support from these people meant a great deal to the soldiers. It reminded the soldiers that
their service was not a complete waste of time and effort.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

Nineteen seventy-four became a critical year for the survival of the USO. With
American participation in the war in Vietnam at an end, short of the fall of Saigon, one of
the USO's major sources of financial support made attempts to end their relationship whh
the USO. Local Unhed Ways began to whhdraw their financial support because of the
end of the Vietnam War. The public grew to have a callous atthude about the military in
peacetime, especially the peacetime that comes directly after a war. Ultimately, the
reasoning behind the whhdrawal of fiinds boiled down to "the milhary received higher
pay and \ olunteered for service, the civilian public had no fijrther moral or financial
obligation to these men and women and their dependents. This raised questions, not only
about the social service needs of members of the new all-volunteer force, but also as to
where the program and financial responsibility lay for their provision."'^^
The USO relied on local communhies for 90% of its fiinding. Communhy
agencies like the United Way began lo drop the USO from the list of agencies h
supported. The reasoning behind this was that the war was over and the Unhed Way
believed in peace time, the military did not have the same needs as a wartime milhany'.
The USO knew it had no hope of sur\ ival whhout the support of agencies like the Unhed
Way The USO Board of Govenors therefore, sought to change the mindset of the Unhed
Way to tn' to save the organization.
^^"^ USO .Annual Report I9~4: Year of Crisis. (New York City: United Service
Organization. !974), 1-2.
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In June 1974, the USO requested that the United Way of America and the
Department of Defense sponsor a study of the USO to determine hs usefiillness to
military personnel in both war and peace. "An impartial and independent 'Blue Ribbon
Study Committee' was appointed by James R. Kerr, Chairman of the Board, National
Unhed Way of America, to undertake this study."'^^ For the Unhed Way to determine
whether they should continue support for the USO they made extensive vishs to USO
installations and activities all over the world. While whnessing these activhies and places
they took time to interact with USO employees and volunteers, as well as the milhary
personnel and dependents that benefitted from the USO, to determine the impact of USO
services.
The study was a resounding success for the USO. In vishing USO clubs and
witnessing USO programming, they found that the American milhary and their
dependents absolutely needed the USO not just when the Unhed States was fighting a
war but during all times of militarv life. "What committee members saw and heard
convinced them that the USO [was] indeed performing a vital peacetime role, and [was]
providing for the otherwise unmet human needs of service personnel and their
families."'^' The USO was able to show the United Way that the milhary personnel and
their families had the same loneliness and stress that came whh war and the USO was the
best defense against that.

'^^/97V USO Annual Report, 2.
'^^'Ibid., 3.
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At the end of the study the Unhed Way published a report called the "Blue
Ribbon Study Committe Reports On the Needs of U.S. Armed Services Personel for
Cominued Voluntary Social Services" The first decision made for the Unhed Way was
the kind of need the military personnel and their families would be able to get the most
use out of As stated in the report.
The needs of the military man or woman and their dependents go beyond what is
provided by the milhary command, and must be served outside of the milhary
environment. It is considered essential, especially for the morale of American
military personnel, that such services be provided in a non-military setting, by
non-milhary personnel. The post exchange, enlisted men's clubs, base
recreational facilities, chaplain services, milhary medical corps, which are
financed at considerable expense by the armed services, do not, by themselves,
meet the requirements of the individual service person for his general morale
and social welfare. ^^^

Ultimately, this report found that if it were not for the USO, a civilian organization like h
would have to be formed.
The "Blue Ribbon Report" also discussed the issue of how much support the USO
should be responsible for and at what point the Department of Defense should pick up
where the USO left off The Depanment of Defense had a limh of ftmds set by the
government, whereas the USO was limhed only by the success or failure of fijnd raising
drives. Together the two groups could fully supply milhary personnel and their families
with necessary' and appropriate ser\ ices whh few obstacles. Further, there was a need for
a separation of services provided by a government agency and those provided by a
voluntary civilian organization. According to the 'Blue Ribbon Report," the Unhed Way

^^^1974 USO Annual Report.. 5
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felt "a ftindamental promise of this nation since hs founding, namely, that the
continuation of a democratic form of govemment requires the milhary to be under
civilian control. Isolation of the military from civilian influences is not, we believe, in the
interest of this nation." ^ If the military was to remain grounded in hs role as the
protector of the Unhed States, there had to remain a civilian connection through the USO.
In determining whether the USO was necessary, the Unhed Way found whhout a
doubt that the USO required considerable financial support to continue.

The committee [urged] that local Unhed Way organizations supporting the
USO maintain their 1973-1974 levels of fiinding and where resources permh,
consider increased allocations; and [they asked] local Unhed Way organizations
not supporting the USO to do so, since there [was] a definite need for the
expansion of National USO services, particularly overseas.'^"*

Through this report the USO was able to continue to offer hs extensive services to
military personnel and the USO was also able to secure other forms of fiinding because
they had more time before they to worry about losing their primary sources of fiinding.
The United Way hoped through their recommendation that more United Way
organizations would sign on to help the USO. Whh the Unhed Way working to secure
funding for the USO, it took pressure off the USO to spend their money to raise more
funds to continue the program.
The Unhed Way defended its points by giving specific examples to local Unhed
Ways about how the fiinds they donated were spent and put to good use. An example for
193 ir^-

1974 USO .Annual Report, 6.

'^^Ibid., 7.

ii;

the Pacific arena consisted of the development of milhary bases in isolated areas. These
bases were quickly encompassed by villages accommodating service people seeking to
live off the bases, as a resuh the areas outside the base became associated with disease,
violence, and generally unsafe condhions. This increased the importance of providing a
place for milhary personnel and their dependents to spend their time. In Europe, issues of
isolation and inflation made the operations necessary for the continued morale and focus
of the military. In the many opportunhies the committee had to talk to milhary personnel
and their dependents, they found "Both commanders and men referred to their need for
something essentially civilian in nature. One of the fiindamental characteristics of our
armed forces has always been that they are composed principally of civilians who will
retum to civilian life."^^^ As the Unhed Way saw h "The USO [was] effectively a civilian
window which [relieved] the entirely milhary atmosphere, [and gave] the soldier an
outside agency for communication and activity unrelated to the milhary."^^^
Another example of how the USO served the armed forces was by making
connections between the military and local communhies. This became especially
important in the overseas facilhies mn by the USO. For example, in Vietnam the USO
peaked whh seventeen clubs. The clubs needed volunteers to help mn them. The
volunteers had to come from the community. As a resuh, the USO had to really make
efforts to understand and work with the Vietnamese to make the clubs work. Another
benefit of having connections whh the communhy was it gave the USO the opportunity
^^•1974 Annual Report., 8.
•'^Ibid., 8.
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to help milhary personnel and their dependents understand their environment better. For
instance, the USO had information on places to vish in foreign countries, and how the
area's economic system worked.
The war in Vietnam was tmly a unique period in the history of the Unhed States.
The events that occurred during this period were highly emotional and at times quite
divisive. The ending of segregation, the war, demonstrations, and political cormption
altered how all Americans looked at their country. The war left scars that for many years
will influence how the Unhed States faced hs problems. For instance, every time the
United States considered intervention in an issue involving a foreign country, the
Vietnam War would be brought up as a reminder of why the Unhed States should not
become involved. Also, every time milhary personnel would come up whh unexplained
illnesses, people would be quick to blame the military and govemment for poisoning our
soldiers. Like the Vietnam War, the USO had a major impact on the milhary. Never again
would a person think of the name Bob Hope without associating h whh the USO. The
public could no longer deny that military life comes with unimaginable stresses and
release from those stresses were necessary if the milhary was to continue to perform at
successfiil levels. Further, no one could deny the usefiilness of the USO during both
peace and war. Most importantly, the chizens of the Unhed States could no longer claim
that just because the milhary was voluntary and not in a war they owed the individual
service men and women nothing. In fact, chizens of the Unhed States owed a huge debt
of gratitude to American milhary personnel because every day milhary personnel and
their families make great sacrifices that come whh milhary life.
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Through the USO, chizens could show their appreciation to military personnel by
giving money and time to make the long separation from family and other challenges of
milhary life a bh more bearable. Finally, the Unhed Way report helped to secure fiinding
for the USO. That securhy ensured that the USO could continue to fiinction and grow as
needed for military personnel. And after sixty years, the USO continues to offer hs
extensive services to milhary personnel all over the world. The USO continues to be
privately fiinded and offers services to fit the needs of milhary personnel, and, if
necessary, tailors services to meet changing needs as our military continues to evolve.
This is a remarkable accomplishment for an organization that depends exclusively upon
private donations.
Perhaps mimicry is a form of flattery. If this is tme, then the USO had an impact
on more than just milhary personnel. The USO did such a good job at supplying the
milhary whh services that anfi-war demonstrators sought to copy them. Instead of the
USO, anti-war demonstrators called theh clubs UFOs. (Unlike the USO, the letters are
not an abbreviation for a larger name.) The point was to play off the USOs. These clubs
offered things like coffee and music, but theh specific purpose was to educate people,
and specifically military personnel, about theh anti-war, anti-government poshion. These
clubs were often located near milhary bases in places like Waynesville, Missouri;
Killeen, Texas; Tacoma, Washington; and Portsmouth, Virginia. ^^"^ Theh fiinding came
from an organization called Summer of Support, with the idea of changing the bitter
attitude of milhary personnel toward anti-war demonstrators and bringing them into the
197

'VoffeQ for thQ Army;'Newsweek, August 26, 1968, 29.
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cause.

These clubs were not popular whh milhary brass but there was lhtle that could

be done about them. Some milhary personnel embraced these places, while others found
them quhe offensive.
Clearly, the USO served U.S. milhary personnel well. They managed on a very
limited budget to meet the needs of the milhary regardless of whether they were fighting
in the war in Vietnam, or they just did training activhies in an American desert. What the
USO gave to the milhary is best described in the words of one who benefited. R.A.
Bleasdale served in Vietnam and left a note and poem at the Sea-Tac USO. In the letter
he said:
There is no way to express the feelings that I and thousands of other servicemen
had for these Ladies of the United Service Organization. We often hear of
Bob Hope's USO Show. It is greatly appreciated by the troops that get to see h.
But what is either overlooked or quickly forgotten are those women from home
that travel to the war zone to operate the USO centers in what is described as the
rear area. That might have been tme in other wars. In Viet-nam, there was no
rear area. The entire country was a front line. It did not deter these ladies from
opening centers in downtown Danang, the Danang Air Base and the middle of
Saigon. I applaud you and dedicate this poem to you. The Ladies of the USO;

THE LADY AT THE USO
I walked into the USO.
I was grime from foot to head.
The Lady who met me at the door
knew I needed a bath and a bed.
She led me to a bathroom
and handed me a soap and a towel.
The water that ran off my head
feh so very good right now.
^^^"Coffee for the Army," Newsweek, August 26, 1968., 29.
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I washed and dried my body.
I washed my clothing too
When I came out of that bathroom
I was feeling as if I were brand new.
The Lady lead me to another room
with a cot and a single chair.
She said, "Rest your body my friend,
don't worry, I'll be right out there".
She reminded me of my mother
or maybe my girlfriend Jane.
Who ever it was she reminded me of
she certainly eased my pain.
I wasn't hurt in a physical sense.
I was hurting in my thoughts of home
and she represented a part of what I left behind
7000 miles over the oceans foam.
This lady in the USO
played a big part in my life.
She spoke softly and gave me encouragement,
"Here's pen and paper friend, drop a note off to your wife'
This lady at the USO
helped me fight the fears of war.
We laughed, we joked, we cried, we sang,
"Gonna Study War No More".
This lady at the USO,
so strong to hide her fears.
I'll remember her like it was yesterday
<

1

• •
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throughout my remaining years.
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R. A. Bleasdale. The Lady at the USO. Sea-Tac USO, Seattle-Tacoma Airport.
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